Commercial interests are increasingly laying claim, often successfully, to First Amendment protections. Once the mainstay of political liberty, the First Amendment has emerged as a powerful deregulatory engine—and one with great implications for modern governance. This Article identifies that development as a growing constitutional conflict between the First Amendment and the modern administrative state and analyzes its origins and implications.

The Article traces two opposing trends that have led to that constitutional conflict. A business-led social movement has mobilized to embed libertarian-leaning understandings of the First Amendment in constitutional jurisprudence. At the same time, administrative regimes have moved away from command-and-control regulation towards lighter-touch forms of governance that appear more speech-regulating.

The stakes of this conflict are high. Because nearly all human action operates through communication or expression, the First Amendment possesses near total deregulatory potential. For that reason, I argue that the First Amendment operates as the fullest boundary line of constitutional state action.

I identify the unique features of this modern form of constitutional deregulation—which I call the new *Lochner*—by interrogating the parallel drawn by a growing number of scholars and judges between recent First Amendment jurisprudence and *Lochner v. New York*’s liberty of contract.

The Article explores linkages between theories of the First Amendment and administrative law, and it analyzes the implications of the First Amendment’s deregulatory turn for understandings of democratic legitimacy, choice, and constitutional change. I argue that the new *Lochner* must be rejected because advocates of its deregulatory vision are forwarding a concept of liberty that has no limiting principle and, if taken to its analytical conclusion, would render self-government impossible.
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INTRODUCTION

Commercial interests are increasingly laying claim, often successfully, to First Amendment protections.¹ One corner of the First Amendment—its interface with commercial regulation—is a critical front in this development, and one with great implications for modern governance in domains from consumer protection to public health to foreign affairs.² Once the mainstay of political liberty, the First Amendment has emerged as a powerful deregulatory engine. This Article identifies this important development as a growing constitutional

---


² See, e.g., Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. 2653; Am. Meat Inst. v. USDA, 760 F.3d 18 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (en banc); Edwards, 755 F.3d 996; Nat’l Ass’n of Mfrs. v. SEC, 800 F.3d 518 (D.C. Cir. 2015); Kagan v. City of New Orleanes, 753 F.3d 560 (5th Cir. 2014), cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 1403 (2015); United States v. Caronita, 703 F.3d 149 (2d Cir. 2012); R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205 (D.C. Cir. 2012); Disc. Tobacco City & Lottery, Inc. v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir. 2012); Pharm. Care Mgmt. Ass’n v. Rowe, 429 F.3d 294 (1st Cir. 2005); Nordyke v. Santa Clara Cnty., 110 F.3d 707 (9th Cir. 1997).
conflict between the First Amendment and the modern administrative state and analyzes its origins and implications.

The Article pinpoints two opposing trends that have led to the growing constitutional conflict between the First Amendment and the regulatory state. First, a largely business-led social movement has mobilized to embed libertarian-leaning understandings of the First Amendment in constitutional jurisprudence. At the same time, federal and state administrative regimes have moved towards lighter-touch, often information-based, forms of governance, either in place of or in addition to command-and-control regulation. What makes the tools of modern governance—such as mandated disclosures—lighter-touch, however, makes them appear more speech-regulating than earlier conduct regulations, thereby rendering them more susceptible to First Amendment challenge. Together, these trends have brought the First Amendment into greater conflict with the modern administrative state.

The stakes of this conflict are high. For the often-overlooked reason that nearly all human action operates through communication or expression, the contours of speech protection—more than other constitutional restraint—set the boundary of permissible state action. Put differently, the First Amendment possesses near total deregulatory potential.

The academic literature is only just beginning to address this burgeoning constitutional and inter-branch conflict. But a growing number of scholars, commentators, and judges have likened aspects of recent First Amendment jurisprudence to Lochner v. New York’s anticanonical liberty of contract. This Article analyzes that parallel as a


4. 198 U.S. 45 (1905).

way to unearth what is unique about contemporary constitutional deregulation. While this modern form of deregulation resonates with earlier constitutional protection of economic liberty, it differs in significant aspects. Speech protection possesses broader deregulatory capacity; and, where earlier constitutional deregulation rested on the apparent naturalness of common law baselines, First Amendment deregulation—what I term the new _Lochner_—largely rests on the apparent obviousness of what constitutes speech. By grounding itself in the First Amendment, the new _Lochner_ benefits from a cross-ideological coalition formed around earlier uses of the First Amendment while allowing _Lochner_ itself to remain in the anticanon.

By elaborating on the growing conflict between the First Amendment and the broader undertaking of the information-based state, this Article casts light on unexplored linkages between theories of the First Amendment and administrative law and highlights the implications of this unfolding constitutional conflict for understandings of democracy, choice, and constitutional change. It argues that differing administrative regimes and understandings of the First Amendment embrace competing substantive visions of democracy and choice. And, it demonstrates that a changing legal culture can alter constitutional principles absent Article V amendment—indeed, not just as to their substantive content, but also with regard to constitutional salience (meaning whether the Constitution applies at all), the distribution of powers among the branches, and the shape of American administration and its grounds of legitimation. In so doing, this Article reveals some of the mechanisms by which social actions become constitutional ones and the processes by which the boundaries of the First Amendment are charted.


This examination shows that advocates of the new *Lochner* are forwarding a formal concept of liberty that has no apparent limiting principle. They contend that all speech is speech and equally subject to stringent constitutional scrutiny. Given the pervasiveness of speech and expression, taken to its logical conclusion, this contention would render democratic self-government impossible. Contextualizing the new *Lochner* in this historical and conceptual framework, I argue that this new form of formal liberty must be rejected.

The Article proceeds in four parts. Part I maps out the relatively short history of the First Amendment commercial speech doctrine and the doctrinal contours and changes that have paved its path toward conflict with the modern regulatory state. I offer a new way to view the currently under-theorized commercial speech cases: through a change in legal culture spurred in part by the mobilizing force of a business-led social movement, itself a part of the shifting roles of the corporation, and commercial speech, within contemporary American society. Part I also traces the rise of the modern information state, the hallmark of which is ‘lighter-touch’ forms of governance through tools such as disclosure requirements rather than mandates or bans on conduct. I argue that this shift has made much of modern regulation appear more speech-regulating than traditional command-and-control regulation. Together, these two trends have increased conflict between the modern administrative state and the First Amendment.

Part II elaborates what is at stake in that conflict. It develops the insight that because nearly all human action—and all state regulation—operates in whole or in part through language, the scope of First Amendment protection, more so than other constitutional restraints, tracks the boundaries of the constitutionally permissible administrative state.

Part III analyzes the ways in which the First Amendment’s recent libertarian turn resonates with—and diverges from—*Lochner* itself. Courts’ growing protection of commercial speech threatens to revive a sort of *Lochnerian* constitutional economic deregulation embedded not in substantive due process but the First Amendment. The similarities between the current trend in commercial speech doctrine and *Lochner* itself are pronounced. Both pit business freedom to choose against government structuring or facilitation of choice. Both privilege the negative over the positive state. And both render courts, not the political branches, the arbiters of our economic life. But, while this modern form of constitutional deregulation resonates with *Lochner*, the two differ in significant aspects. Commercial speech protection possesses broader deregulatory capacity and whereas *Lochner* relied on
the apparent naturalness of the common law’s distribution of entitlements, the new Lochner takes as its baseline the naturalness of what constitutes ‘speech.’ By embedding economic rights in the more textually grounded, if capacious, First Amendment, the new Lochner allows Lochner itself to remain in the anticanon.

Part IV casts light on the implications of this conflict for accounts of democracy, choice, and constitutional change. This Part further illustrates that commercial speech advocates are mobilizing a formal concept of liberty that has no apparent limiting principle. Their core contention is that all speech is speech and, consequently, all regulation of speech should be equally subject to stringent constitutional scrutiny. I argue that this form of ‘liberty’ must be rejected because if taken to its analytical conclusion, the new Lochner would render self-government impossible.

I. THE ORIGINS OF THE NEW LOCHNER

Perhaps the most dynamic area of First Amendment law today is the commercial speech doctrine. That doctrine is not coincidentally also the key site of dispute in the constitutional contest between the First Amendment and the modern regulatory state. The D.C. Circuit recently sat en banc to consider the constitutionality, under the First Amendment, of a country-of-origin label that the U.S. Department of Agriculture requires be placed on certain meat products sold in the United States. The majority of circuits have reviewed similar First Amendment challenges to what would once have been understood as routine economic regulation subject to rational basis review under black letter constitutional law—in diverse areas from nutritional and tobacco labeling to regulations regarding prescription drugs, credit cards, insurance, and business licensing. As John Coates has empirically

7. Commercial challenges under the doctrine for expressive conduct and incidental burdens are a related and overlapping site of conflict also addressed in this Part. See infra note 75.
demonstrated, free speech challenges by commercial entities have proliferated markedly since the mid-1970s, and businesses have increasingly displaced individual litigants as the beneficiaries of First Amendment rights.\textsuperscript{10}

It was not always this way. The Supreme Court explicitly declined to extend the First Amendment to commercial speech less than seventy-five years ago during its immediate turn away from the \textit{Lochner} era’s protection of economic rights under substantive due process. This section paints the doctrinal and administrative history that gave rise to the current conflict between the First Amendment and the regulatory state.

\textsuperscript{10} Coates, supra note 1.
A. The Arc and Architecture of the Commercial Speech Doctrine

The First Amendment right of free speech, as is often noted, is of recent advent. It has risen to prominence in tandem with the prominence and scope of the modern regulatory state. Not until the early twentieth century did the Supreme Court provide any protection for free speech and when it did so that protection largely prohibited the regulation of political expression. Within this relatively new constitutional domain, protection for commercial—as opposed to political—speech is of even more recent origin.

As elaborated below, commercial speech was not deemed ‘speech’ as far as the First Amendment was concerned until 1976. Despite its recent inception, commercial speech protection has been characterized by remarkable dynamism. This section traces the evolution of the commercial speech doctrine against the backdrop of protections for non-commercial speech. When the Supreme Court first protected commercial speech, it had in mind the exact deregulatory puzzle now ensnaring the courts. It protected commercial speech for a single reason, structurally striking within First Amendment doctrine: the value of the information contained in commercial speech to the listening and consuming public. The first aim of this Article is to elucidate why commercial speech became covered in this way at all and second, why the initial settlement between constitutional coverage of commercial speech and the regulatory state has begun to buckle at the seams.

1. THE ORIGIN & EVOLUTION OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH PROTECTION

Despite its recent importance, the commercial speech doctrine is quite young. In 1942, the Supreme Court explicitly placed commercial speech beyond constitutional protection. While the Court had addressed a small handful of proto-commercial speech cases in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, its first serious treatment of the issue was in Valentine v. Chrestensen, a case involving advertising for a submarine exhibition.12

---

11. 316 U.S. 52 (1942).
12. Id. at 52–53; see also, e.g., Packer Corp. v. Utah, 285 U.S. 105, 107 (1932) (ban on cigarette advertising); St. Louis Poster Adver. Co. v. City of St. Louis, 249 U.S. 269, 273 (1919) (regulations of billboard sizes); Thomas Cusack Co. v. City of Chi., 242 U.S. 526, 527–28 (1917) (same); Fifth Ave. Coach Co. v. City of N.Y., 221 U.S. 467, 476–77 (1911) (prohibition on advertising on the outside of stagecoaches); Halter v. Nebraska, 205 U.S. 34, 38 (1907) (ban on use of American
Chrestensen wanted to advertise his submarine exhibit in New York City to drum up business. The City code forbade the distribution of business advertising materials, however, and after being found in violation of the ordinance, he sued. The Supreme Court upheld the City’s restriction in a terse opinion released less than two weeks after argument, saying it was “clear that the Constitution imposes no such restraint on government as respects purely commercial advertising.” Instead, “[w]hether, and to what extent, one may promote or pursue a gainful occupation in the streets, to what extent such activity shall be adjudged a derogation of the public right of user, are matters for legislative judgment.” Chrestensen’s cursory holding explicitly placed commercial speech beyond the Constitution’s ambit—essentially categorizing it as wholly unprotected expression, like fighting words or obscenity, or perhaps understanding the “promot[ion] or pursu[it of] a gainful occupation in the streets” as a type of commercial conduct.

Chrestensen occurred in the initial wave of the Court’s turn away from Lochner, as Judge Alex Kozinski and Stuart Banner have observed. The case came to the Court in 1942—a mere five years after West Coast Hotel v. Parrish, in which Justice Roberts’s famous “switch in time” brought the Lochner era to a close. The case was likewise decided only four years after the Court, in United States v. Carolene Products Co., announced that “regulatory legislation affecting ordinary commercial transactions is not to be pronounced unconstitutional unless” it fails to “rest[] upon some rational basis.”

flag on a beer label); In re Rapier, 143 U.S. 110, 112 (1892) (ban on distribution of lottery materials by mail); Ex Parte Jackson, 96 U.S. 727, 736 (1877) (same); Alex Kozinski & Stuart Banner, The Anti-History and Pre-History of Commercial Speech, 71 Tex. L. Rev. 747, 757-58, 763-69 (1993); Genevieve Lakier, The Invention of Low-Value Speech, 128 Harv. L. Rev. 2166, 2182–83 (2015).
14. Id. at 54.
15. Id.; see also Breard v. Alexandria, 341 U.S. 622, 644-45 (1951) (upholding a prohibition on door-to-door solicitation of magazine subscriptions on similar grounds).
17. Chrestensen, 316 U.S. at 54.
20. Id. at 400.
22. Id. at 152.
Chrestensen’s challenge to the City’s restriction was in fact not brought as a First Amendment claim but as a substantive due process challenge.\(^\text{23}\) And it was Justice Roberts himself who penned Chrestensen’s cursory rejection of that claim. The Court’s initial exclusion of commercial speech from constitutional protection, then, was a part of the Court’s revolutionary turn away from Lochner.

Commercial speech jurisprudence changed course in the 1960s, as one facet of a progressively led rights revolution.\(^\text{24}\) In a watershed decision in 1976, Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc.,\(^\text{25}\) the Court squarely addressed the continuing validity of Chrestensen and “whether there is a First Amendment exception for ‘commercial speech.’”\(^\text{26}\) The Court struck down a Virginia law barring pharmacists from advertising the prices of drugs. It overruled Chrestensen, thereby creating the modern commercial speech doctrine.\(^\text{27}\)

The Court’s animating rationale is striking. It reasoned that a “consumer’s interest in the free flow of commercial information . . . may be as keen, if not keener by far, than his interest in the day’s most urgent political debate” and “society also may have a strong interest in the free flow of commercial information.”\(^\text{28}\) The constitutional protection of commercial speech, then, is due to its value to its audience, not its speaker. As Virginia Board of Pharmacy teaches,

So long as we preserve a predominantly free enterprise economy, the allocation of our resources in large measure will be made through numerous private economic decisions. It is a matter of public interest that those decisions, in the aggregate, be intelligent and well informed. To this end, the free flow of commercial information is indispensable. And if it is indispensable to the proper allocation of resources in a free enterprise system, it is also indispensable to the formation of

\(^{23}\) Chrestensen, 316 U.S. at 54.


\(^{26}\) Id. at 760.

\(^{27}\) See id. at 758, 770.

\(^{28}\) Id. at 763–64.
intelligent opinions as to how that system ought to be regulated or altered.\textsuperscript{29}

The Court stressed that the logic of Virginia’s advertising ban was based upon assumptions about the bad effects of providing pricing information and that the public’s best interest is forwarded “if they are not permitted to know who is charging what.”\textsuperscript{30} The Court rejected that “highly paternalistic approach” in favor of the presumption “that people will perceive their own best interests if only they are well enough informed, and that the best means to that end is to open the channels of communication rather than to close them,”\textsuperscript{31} saying that “[i]t is precisely this kind of choice, between the dangers of suppressing information, and the dangers of its misuse if it is freely available, that the First Amendment makes for us.”\textsuperscript{32}

The commercial speech doctrine was forged as a tool of consumer protection to secure the value of commercial speech to society, not to ensure the autonomy interests of commercial speakers.\textsuperscript{33} It is noteworthy that commercial speech was drawn within the First Amendment’s ambit at a moment when the consumer protection movement was arguably at its peak.\textsuperscript{34} While the early 1900s and 1930s had seen considerable consumer mobilization, in the 1960s and 1970s that movement gained renewed prominence. President Kennedy delivered a Consumer Message to Congress in the spring of 1962 that included a Consumer Bill of Rights that emphasized, among other things, the right to be informed and the right to choose.\textsuperscript{35} In the mid-1960s, President Johnson created a new position of the Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs and urged the passage of over a dozen

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{29} See Post & Shanor, \textit{supra} note 3, at 170, 172 (elaborating on the listener orientation of the commercial speech doctrine); Post, \textit{supra} note 3, at 872–73 (same).
\end{itemize}
consumer protection laws, from truth in lending to food and drug inspection. In 1968, a nationwide network of consumer organizations, the Consumer Federation of America, was created, and state and local consumer groups proliferated. Ralph Nader founded Public Citizen in 1971—one of several such organizations that he established around the same time, including the Center for Study of Responsive Law and the Public Interest Research Group (PIRG)—as part of that growing consumer advocacy movement.

The Public Citizen Litigation Group, co-founded by Nader and Alan Morrison in 1972, litigated Virginia Board of Pharmacy itself. As David Vladeck, a litigator who joined the Litigation Group in the mid-1970s and now Georgetown Law professor describes, the goal of that litigation was to dislodge guild practices that hurt consumers by stifling competition. Because a small pharmacy had unsuccessfully challenged anti-competitive state laws on due process and equal protection grounds and state action defenses were developing to block antitrust challenges, the First Amendment was the only viable option. The Court’s rejection of the due process challenge to anti-competitive state pharmacy laws explicitly grounded itself in the turn from *Lochner*; in some sense it was *Lochner* itself that prompted the consumer movement to resort to the First Amendment.

---

43. *Snyder’s Drug Stores*, 414 U.S. at 164–67 (“We refuse to sit as a ‘superlegislature to weigh the wisdom of legislation,’ and we emphatically refuse to go back to the time when courts used the Due Process Clause ‘to strike down state laws,
protection, not the free speech rights of purveyors, was the operating logic of the early commercial speech cases.

The doctrinal revolution in commercial speech came over the strenuous opposition of the Court’s conservatives. Justice Rehnquist penned a fiery dissent in Virginia Board of Pharmacy, criticizing the majority for “elevat[ing] commercial intercourse between a seller hawking his wares and a buyer seeking to strike a bargain to the same plane as has been previously reserved for the free marketplace of ideas.” He quipped that he had understood the First Amendment to “relate to public decisionmaking as to political, social, and other public issues, rather than the decision of a particular individual as to whether to purchase one or another kind of shampoo.”

One need not disagree with the majority’s view that consumers and society have a strong interest in the free flow of information, Justice Rehnquist maintained, to believe that that question should presumptively be left to the political branches:

The Court speaks of the importance in a “predominantly free enterprise economy” of intelligent and well-informed decisions as to allocation of resources. While there is again much to be said for the Court’s observation as a matter of desirable public policy, there is certainly nothing in the United States Constitution which requires the Virginia Legislature to hew to the teachings of Adam Smith in its legislative decisions regulating the pharmacy profession.

It was not apparent to Justice Rehnquist how the pharmacists in that case were any “less engaged in a regulatable profession than were the opticians in Williamson [v. Lee Optical Co., 348 U.S. 483 (1955)].”

regulatory of business and industrial conditions, because they may be unwise, improvident, or out of harmony with a particular school of thought.’ . . . Whether the legislature takes for its textbook Adam Smith, Herbert Spencer, Lord Keynes, or some other is no concern of ours. . . . [R]elief, if any be needed, lies not with us but with the body constituted to pass laws for the State . . . .” (quoting Ferguson v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726, 731–32 (1963)).

---

45. Id. at 781 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
46. Id. at 787 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
47. Id. at 783–84 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
48. Id. (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) (citations omitted).
49. Id. at 785 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
When it first extended First Amendment protection to commercial speech, both the Court and Justice Rehnquist in dissent recognized the need to avoid a major clash between a twentieth-century managed economy and a robust First Amendment commercial speech right. The Court therefore built three related limiting features into its protection of commercial speech.

First, and most fundamentally, the Court framed the protection of commercial speech as a listener-based right. The Court has repeatedly affirmed the principle that “[t]he First Amendment’s concern for commercial speech is based on the informational function of advertising,” not the autonomy of the commercial speaker, including in its leading commercial speech case, *Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission.* By contrast, paradigmatic First Amendment speech is generally protected not because of the value of the speech to its audience but due to the right of the speaker to speak. One of the most important values animating the free speech clause is the protection of political speech because of its importance to democratic self-determination. When speakers participate in public discourse, paradigmatic First Amendment doctrine protects not only their liberty to speak but also the manner in which they choose to do so. Hence, paradigmatic First Amendment doctrine protects the speech of citizens as an autonomy right.

Second, the Court stressed that “‘commercial speech [enjoys] a limited measure of protection, commensurate with its subordinate position in the scale of First Amendment values,’ and is subject to ‘modes of regulation that might be impermissible in the realm of noncommercial expression.’” Due to commercial speech’s subordinate status and because it is not a speaker-oriented autonomy right, the state may regulate it in ways that are content-discriminatory.

Commercial speech regulation is by its nature content-based. Such regulations definitionally target commercial speech and normally certain

forms of commercial expression (for example, by prohibiting fraud or mandating financial or product-related disclosures). Until recently, the political branches could generally conclude that some forms of commercial speech were regulatable precisely because of their message (or their failure to disclose a particular message) without increasing constitutional scrutiny. By contrast, in non-commercial political speech cases, content discrimination has long prompted the most exacting review. Whereas the government has traditionally had authority to outright ban false or misleading commercial speech without triggering the First Amendment at all, paradigmatic First Amendment speech may be protected even if it is deliberately false.

Third, the Court created a sharp asymmetry between regulations that restrict commercial speech and those that compel it. Bans on commercial speech receive a type of intermediate scrutiny under Central Hudson, whereas compelled commercial speech must meet something more akin to rational basis review under Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel. Zauderer held that the commercial interest in refusing to provide government mandated factual information was

55. See id. at 564 n.6. But see Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 131 S. Ct. 2653, 2664, 2667 (2011) (stating that “[t]he First Amendment requires heightened scrutiny whenever the government creates a regulation of speech because of disagreement with the message it conveys” and that “[c]ommercial speech is no exception” (internal quotation marks omitted)).


59. 447 U.S. at 566. Central Hudson articulated the following four-part analysis:

At the outset, we must determine whether the expression is protected by the First Amendment. For commercial speech to come within that provision, it at least must concern lawful activity and not be misleading. Next, we ask whether the asserted governmental interest is substantial. If both inquiries yield positive answers, we must determine whether the regulation directly advances the governmental interest asserted, and whether it is not more extensive than is necessary to serve that interest.

Id.

60. 471 U.S. 626, 651 (1985) (“Because the extension of First Amendment protection to commercial speech is justified principally by the value to consumers of the information such speech provides, appellant’s constitutionally protected interest in not providing any particular factual information in his advertising is minimal. . . . [W]e hold that an advertiser’s rights are adequately protected as long as disclosure requirements are reasonably related to the State’s interest . . . .” (citation omitted)).
“minimal” and requires only that disclosures be reasonably related to the state’s interest and not be unjustified or unduly burdensome. 61

This sharp asymmetry in the level of scrutiny makes sense because the constitutional value in commercial speech is that it can provide information to the public so that the public may make more intelligent decisions. Restrictions on commercial speech are thus necessarily more constitutionally suspect than mandated disclosures. Ordinary First Amendment jurisprudence, by contrast, incorporates the principle that “[t]he right to speak and the right to refrain from speaking are complementary components of the broader concept of ‘individual freedom of mind.’” 62

The early division between Justice Rehnquist and the majorities that extended First Amendment protection to commercial speech turned on whether those distinctions were sturdy enough to ensure that the First Amendment would not paralyze the operation of the modern state or inappropriately undermine the choices of democratically accountable political branches. Justice Rehnquist’s dissent in Central Hudson makes this clear:

The Court’s decision today fails to give due deference to this subordinate position of commercial speech. The Court in so doing returns to the bygone era of Lochner v. New York, in which it was common practice for this Court to strike down economic regulations adopted by a State based on the Court’s own notions of the most appropriate means for the State to implement its considered policies.

I had thought by now it had become well established that a State has broad discretion in imposing economic regulations. As this Court stated in Nebbia v. New York: “[T]here can be no doubt that upon proper occasion and by appropriate measures the state may regulate a business in any of its aspects. . . .” 63

61. Id.
By the mid-1990s, however, the valance of commercial speech shifted, and the Court’s conservatives were animated less by the federalism and democratic deference concerns of Justice Rehnquist. They instead began to embrace the First Amendment as a deregulatory tool.64

Justice Thomas has authored a number of separate opinions in recent years calling for commercial speech to be treated on par with political speech.65 He has argued that there is no “philosophical or


Jack Balkin anticipated over twenty-five years ago that conservatives would leverage libertarian understandings of the First Amendment that had earlier been advanced by left-leaning advocates. See J.M. Balkin, Some Realism About Pluralism: Legal Realist Approaches to the First Amendment, 1990 DUKE L.J. 375; see also Frederick Schauer, The Political Incidence of the Free Speech Principle, 64 U. COLO. L. REV. 935, 942, 951, 957 (1993) (exploring the causes of the “noticeable rightward movement in the political center of gravity of free speech argumentation in the United States” “in the last fifteen years [prior to 1993],” noting that “there may be a closer affinity between free speech libertarianism and economic libertarianism simpliciter than has traditionally been supposed,” and arguing that “there may be reason to believe that those who are politically or socially disadvantaged would urge this broader protection [of free speech] with caution, and that those who are politically or socially advantaged would welcome this greater protection with some enthusiasm”).

65. Lorillard Tobacco, 533 U.S. at 572–90 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment); id. at 575 (“I continue to believe that when the
historical basis for asserting that ‘commercial’ speech is of ‘lower value’ than ‘noncommercial’ speech\textsuperscript{66} and expressed doubts about “whether it is even possible to draw a coherent distinction between commercial and noncommercial speech.”\textsuperscript{67} Animating his concerns is a particular vision of free consumer choice. He has stated that he does not believe that “the only explanations that the Court has ever advanced for treating ‘commercial’ speech differently from other speech can justify restricting ‘commercial’ speech in order to keep information from legal purchasers so as to thwart what would otherwise be their choices in the marketplace.”\textsuperscript{68} Justices Thomas, Kennedy, and Scalia have additionally questioned whether the commercial speech doctrine’s core precedents should be retained.\textsuperscript{69} This gradual shift in the Court’s conservatives’ approach to commercial speech arguably echoes larger developments in the dominant forces of the Republican Party from an
government seeks to restrict truthful speech in order to suppress the ideas it conveys, strict scrutiny is appropriate, whether or not the speech in question may be characterized as ‘commercial.”); \textit{44 Liquormart Inc. v. Rhode Island}, 517 U.S. 484, 518–28 (1996) (Thomas, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment); \textit{id.} at 518 (“In cases such as this, in which the government’s asserted interest is to keep legal users of a product or service ignorant in order to manipulate their choices in the marketplace, the balancing test adopted in \textit{Central Hudson} . . . should not be applied, in my view. Rather, such an ‘interest’ is \textit{per se} illegitimate and can no more justify regulation of ‘commercial’ speech than it can justify regulation of ‘noncommercial’ speech.”).

\textsuperscript{66} \textit{44 Liquormart}, 517 U.S. at 522 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment).

\textsuperscript{67} \textit{Lorillard Tobacco}, 533 U.S. at 575 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment).

\textsuperscript{68} \textit{44 Liquormart}, 517 U.S. at 522–23 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment).

\textsuperscript{69} \textit{Lorillard Tobacco}, 533 U.S. at 571–72 (Kennedy, J., joined by Scalia, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment) (expressing “continuing concerns that the \textit{Central Hudson} test gives insufficient protection to truthful, nonmisleading commercial speech” but finding it unnecessary “to consider whether \textit{Central Hudson} should be retained in the face of the substantial objections that can be made to it”); \textit{id.} at 572–90 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment); \textit{Glickman v. Wileman Bros. & Elliott, Inc.}, 521 U.S. 457, 504 (1997) (Thomas, J., dissenting) (“I continue to disagree with the use of the \textit{Central Hudson} balancing test and the discounted weight given to commercial speech generally.”); \textit{44 Liquormart}, 517 U.S. at 518–28 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment); \textit{id.} at 517–18 (Scalia, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment) (“I share Justice Thomas’s discomfort with the \textit{Central Hudson} test, which seems to me to have nothing more than policy intuition to support it. . . . Since I do not believe we have before us the wherewithal to declare \textit{Central Hudson} wrong—or at least the wherewithal to say what ought to replace it—I must resolve this case in accord with our existing jurisprudence . . . .”)

emphasis on judicial deference to one focusing on economic libertarianism following the Reagan Revolution.\textsuperscript{70}

The Supreme Court’s most recent commercial speech case goes the furthest in chipping away the initial architecture of the commercial speech doctrine and in undermining the features that the Court that created the doctrine put in place to ensure that the First Amendment would not be the undoing of the regulatory state. In \textit{Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc.},\textsuperscript{71} the Court addressed a challenge to a state law restricting the sale, disclosure, and use of pharmacy data revealing prescribing practices of doctors without their consent. Justice Kennedy, writing for the Court, gestured toward the notion that commercial speech is protected due to the autonomy interest of commercial speakers, not due to the value of commercial information to the public.\textsuperscript{72} \textit{Sorrell}, moreover, suggested that content discrimination regarding commercial speech restrictions raises constitutional concern.\textsuperscript{73} While declining to decide if \textit{Central Hudson}’s intermediate scrutiny or some stricter form of review applied, it noted that “[i]n the ordinary case, it is all but dispositive to conclude that a law is content-based.”\textsuperscript{74} But, of course, the very category of commercial speech is a content-based category.

The emergent revolution in commercial speech jurisprudence is not confined to the Supreme Court. First Amendment challenges to economic regulations are proliferating across the country.\textsuperscript{75} Commercial


\textsuperscript{71} 131 S. Ct. 2653 (2011).

\textsuperscript{72} See, e.g., \textit{id.} at 2663 (“The law on its face burdens disfavored speech by disfavored speakers.”); \textit{id.} at 2672 (“The State has burdened a form of protected expression that it found too persuasive. At the same time, the State has left unburdened those speakers whose messages are in accord with its own views. This the State cannot do.”); see also Tamara R. Piety, \textit{A Necessary Cost of Freedom”? The Incoherence of Sorrell v. IMS}, 64 \textit{Ala. L. Rev.} 1 (2012).

\textsuperscript{73} 131 S. Ct. at 2664 (“The First Amendment requires heightened scrutiny whenever the government creates a regulation of speech because of disagreement with the message it conveys. . . . Commercial speech is no exception.” (internal quotation marks omitted)); see also infra notes 191–194 and related text (discussing arguments that the change in the definition of content discrimination adopted in \textit{Reed v. Town of Gilbert}, 135 S. Ct. 2218 (2015), eliminated any distinction between commercial and noncommercial speech).

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Id.} at 2667.

\textsuperscript{75} The vast majority of these are formally analyzed under the commercial speech doctrine, while a small handful are litigated under the test announced in \textit{United States v. O’Brien}, 391 U.S. 367 (1968), for expressive conduct and incidental burdens. Both sets of cases are in functional respects of the same cloth. Compare, e.g., \textit{Edwards v. District of Columbia}, 755 F.3d 996 (D.C. Cir. 2014), with \textit{R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
plaintiffs have mounted cases against economic regulations ranging from the more quotidian—such as tour guide licensing, required country-of-origin labels on meat products, and a prohibition on the sale of guns at a county fair—to laws implicating weightier matters such as public health and foreign affairs—including the Food and Drug Administration’s graphic cigarette warnings, the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act’s ban on the off-label promotion of drugs, and the Securities and Exchange Commission’s required reporting of whether a company’s products contain minerals sourced from the armed conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo.  

Faced with these cases, some circuits have implied or assumed that the First Amendment grants commercial speakers an autonomy right. Two D.C. Circuit opinions authored by Judge Brown are exemplars: *Edwards v. District of Columbia,* a case in which the court invalidated the District of Columbia’s business licensing scheme for tour guides as violating the First Amendment, and *R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA,* in which a panel held the FDA’s graphic cigarette warning labels unconstitutional, but which has since been abrogated in part by the en banc court. *R.J. Reynolds,* for instance, relied on paradigmatic speech cases in articulating the rule in a commercial speech case. Citing cases such as *West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette,* which addressed whether students could be forced to salute the flag and recite the Pledge of Allegiance, the court transformed commercial speech protections into a speaker-based right.

Several circuits have likewise questioned whether the government has a freer hand to discriminate with regard to content in the context of

---

76. See cases cited supra notes 8–9.
77. 755 F.3d 996 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
79. 319 U.S. 624 (1943).
80. *R.J. Reynolds,* 696 F.3d at 1211 (“The general rule ‘that the speaker has the right to tailor the speech[] applies not only to expressions of value, opinion, or endorsement, but equally to statements of fact the speaker would rather avoid.’ . . . This holds true whether individuals . . . or corporations . . . are being compelled to speak.” (citations omitted)).
commercial speech. In *United States v. Caronia*, the Second Circuit held unconstitutional the use of speech as evidence of criminal misbranding under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, after noting that laws that impose content-based restrictions on commercial speech are subject to heightened review.

And while the Supreme Court recently affirmed the asymmetry of constitutional protection that applies to regulations that compel rather than restrict commercial speech in *Milavetz, Gallop & Milavetz, P.A. v. United States*, some circuit court decisions have not been so clear. Sitting en banc, the D.C. Circuit in *American Meat Institute v. United States Department of Agriculture*, in addressing the constitutionality of required country-of-origin labeling for certain meat products, described *Zauderer* as an “an application of Central Hudson, where several of Central Hudson’s elements have already been established,” arguably blurring the line between the two tests. The Tenth Circuit in *United States v. Wenger* followed a similar approach. And two Justices, Ginsburg and Thomas, have indicated a desire to revisit the continuing validity of *Zauderer*, which created that distinction.

---

81. 703 F.3d 149 (2d Cir. 2012).
82. *Id.* at 163–64.
83. 559 U.S. 229 (2010).
84. 760 F.3d 18 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (en banc).
85. *Id.* at 26–27 (quoting Supplemental Brief for Appellants at 9, *Am. Meat Inst. v. USDA*, 760 F.3d 18 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (en banc) (No. 13-5281), 2014 WL 1600434, at *9). The court left open the door to further entangle the tests by holding that because the country-of-origin labels were justified by “substantial” state interests, as is required under *Central Hudson*, it “need not decide whether a lesser interest could suffice under *Zauderer.*” *Id.* at 23.
86. 427 F.3d 840 (10th Cir. 2005).
87. *Id.* at 849 (“Zauderer, therefore, eases the burden of meeting the Central Hudson test. In assessing disclosure requirements, Zauderer presumes that the government’s interest in preventing consumer deception is substantial, and that where a regulation requires disclosure only of factual and uncontroversial information and is not unduly burdensome, it is narrowly tailored.”).
Court has articulated for the protection of commercial speech. That rationale was that such speech is protected due to the interest the listening public has in receiving commercial information, from which a number of doctrinal features flow, including less concern about content discrimination and compelled speech. The Court has not to date, however, articulated a new or additional rationale to justify the constitutional protection of commercial speech or explained how commercial speaker autonomy, or even quasi-autonomy, can be squared with the modern regulatory state with its pervasive disclosure requirements and restrictions on false and misleading commercial speech. And what effect the passing of Justice Scalia will have on these trends is an open question—if one already subject to media speculation.89

The potential of the First Amendment to undermine the regulatory state—and revive a new Lochner era—has not gone unnoticed by the Supreme Court. Justice Breyer in dissent in Sorrell strenuously protested the undoing of the key distinctions that have been the touchstones of the commercial speech doctrine since its origin:

The Court reaches its conclusion through the use of important First Amendment categories—“content-based,” “speaker-based,” and “neutral”—but without taking full account of the regulatory context, the nature of the speech effects, the values these First Amendment categories seek to promote, and prior precedent. At best the Court opens a Pandora’s Box of First Amendment challenges to many ordinary regulatory practices that may only incidentally affect a commercial message. At worst, it reawakens Lochner’s pre-New Deal threat of substituting judicial for democratic decisionmaking where ordinary economic regulation is at issue.90


The majority in *Sorrell* provocatively responded that while “[t]he Constitution ‘does not enact Mr. Herbert Spencer’s Social Statics,’” “[i]t does enact the First Amendment.”

2. A CHANGING LEGAL CULTURE & A BUSINESS-LED SOCIAL MOVEMENT

Turning outside the courts allows us to identify one cause of the recent libertarian turn in commercial speech jurisprudence: a changing legal culture informed by a savvy business-led social movement that began well before the birth of the modern commercial speech doctrine. The First Amendment’s libertarian turn can be traced to the concerted organization of the business community to influence the law and hem in the growing regulatory state beginning in the early 1970s.

The origins of that mobilization are often attributed to Justice Lewis Powell. Two months before ascending to the bench in 1971 and while a private attorney in Virginia, the future Justice penned a memo to his neighbor and the Chairman of the Education Committee of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Eugene Sydnor, outlining a strategy for business-friendly advocacy. The Powell Memo outlined a strategy for the business community to ensure the “survival of what we call the free enterprise system.” As for individual corporations, Powell recommended an increased emphasis on public relations and governmental affairs. “But independent and uncoordinated activity by individual corporations, as important as it is, will not be sufficient,” he contended. Instead, coordinated action by the National Chamber of Commerce and other industrial and commercial groups was needed. “Strength lies in
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91. *Id.* at 2665 (quoting *Lochner v. New York*, 198 U.S. 45, 75 (1905) (Holmes, J., dissenting)).


93. *Id.* at 1.

94. *Id.* at 9.

95. *Id.* at 10.

96. *Id.* at 11.
organization, in careful long-range planning and implementation, in consistency of action over an indefinite period of years, in the scale of financing available only through joint effort, and in the political power available only through united action and national organizations.”97 The Powell Memo includes dozens of concrete organizing suggestions, including building more intellectual support at major universities, monitoring and responding to media attacks on free enterprise, and a full throated public media campaign ranging from public lectures and academic journals to paid advertisements. But in the final analysis, Powell concluded, the payoff for business “is what government does.”98

[O]ne should not postpone more direct political action, while awaiting the gradual change in public opinion to be effected through education and information. Business must learn the lesson, long ago learned by Labor and self-interest groups. This is the lesson that political power is necessary; that such power must be assiduously cultivated; and that when necessary, it must be used aggressively and with determination – without embarrassment and without the reluctance which has been so characteristic of American business.99

Most importantly, Powell asserted that business must seize a neglected opportunity in the courts, noting that “[u]nder our constitutional system, especially with an activist-minded Supreme Court, the judiciary may be the most important instrument for social, economic and political change.”100

Powell closed his memo with a section entitled “Relationship to Freedom.”101 “The threat to the enterprise system is not merely a matter of economics. It is also a threat to individual freedom. It is this great truth . . . that must be reaffirmed if this program is to be meaningful.”102 The alternatives to the free enterprise system, according to Powell, were “varying degrees of bureaucratic regulation of individual freedom.”103

---

97. Id.
98. Id. at 24.
99. Id. at 25-26.
100. Id. at 26.
101. Id. at 32.
102. Id.
103. Id.
While no mention of the Powell Memo was made during the Justice’s confirmation hearings, a copy was leaked to the press by a member of the Chamber’s staff after Powell was seated. The leaked memo prompted significant press coverage\textsuperscript{104} as well as requests for copies of the memo from individual businessmen and local and state chambers of commerce. In a representative request, a southern regional manager for Uniroyal Chemical wrote that he felt “a national movement is needed at all levels to make people become more aware and to GET INVOLVED.”\textsuperscript{105} According to a letter Eugene Sydnor sent to Justice Powell in 1972, this attention prompted the Chamber to reprint and distribute the Powell Memo “on a very wide scale throughout the country”\textsuperscript{106} and build a public relations and organizational campaign around it.\textsuperscript{107} As Sydnor described:

The response to the mailing of the [Powell] memorandum by the Chamber to its full membership has been tremendous. . . . I am delighted that the Chamber organization is now gearing up to do something actively in this field, perhaps in concert with the National Council of Better Business Bureaus which has already begun to mount a campaign aimed particularly at consumers across the country.\textsuperscript{108}


\textsuperscript{106} Letter from Eugene B. Sydnor to Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr. (Oct. 3, 1972); see also Letter from Lewis Powell, Jr. to Eugene B. Sydnor, Jr. (Oct. 6, 1972). Justice Powell generally declined to discuss the memorandum. See, e.g., Letter from Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr. to John Nelson Washburn (Nov. 21, 1972).

\textsuperscript{107} This included a series of radio broadcasts. See \textit{Free Enterprise #1} (Warm/Viewpoint radio broadcast Jan. 12–13, 1973); \textit{Free Enterprise #2} (Warm/Viewpoint radio broadcast Jan. 16–17, 1973); \textit{Free Enterprise #3} (Warm/Viewpoint radio broadcast Jan. 20–21, 1973); \textit{Free Enterprise #4} (Warm/Viewpoint radio broadcast Jan. 24–25, 1973).

\textsuperscript{108} Letter from Eugene B. Sydnor, Jr. to Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 1 (Nov. 22, 1972); see also Letter from W.B. Lambert, President, Lambert Corp., to Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr. (May 2, 1973) (“A group of us from the Young Presidents’
The Chamber boomed as a result. It doubled its membership between 1974 and 1980, and it tripled its budget.\textsuperscript{109} Powell’s memo additionally spurred the creation of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s Litigation Center.\textsuperscript{110} Through litigation and lobbying, the Litigation Center and a range of coordinated advocacy organizations have been at the forefront of urging commercial speech protection—and they include some of the most successful Supreme Court litigators in the nation.\textsuperscript{111}

But Justice Powell and the Chamber of Commerce form only part of the story. As historians, political scientists, and sociologists have observed, starting in the 1970s and 1980s, “[b]usiness organized across a broad front to seek a reorientation of American politics.”\textsuperscript{112} That included the efforts of the Business Roundtable, which became a

Organization have taken it upon ourselves to implement the recommendations contained in your excellent 1971 Memorandum to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, ‘Attack on American Free Enterprise System.’ Last month in Dallas we met with heads of various foundations, The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and several college presidents. Since then we’ve been in touch with a number of other groups (Council of Better Business Bureaus, Conference Board, U.S. Chamber, Mr. John Harper’s business group, etc.) to take a further ‘inventory.’ . . . Our effort is an international one, and we are making progress. Thank you for being the inspiration to this action, Justice Powell.

Justice Powell forwarded this correspondence to Eugene Sydnor, Letter from Justice Lewis F. Powell to Eugene B. Sydnor, Jr. (May 8, 1973), and sent an uncharacteristic response, Letter from Justice Lewis F. Powell to William B. Lambert, President, Lambert Corp., (May 8, 1973) (“I write to thank you for your gracious letter . . . I hardly need say that, for many years, I have thought that responsible business leaders paid too little attention to public affairs and to the tides of change which are running strongly in this country.”).

\textsuperscript{109} JACOB S. HACKER & PAUL PIERSON, WINNER-TAKE-ALL POLITICS: HOW WASHINGTON MADE THE RICH RICHER—and Turned Its Back on the Middle Class 119 (2010).

\textsuperscript{110} See, e.g., Joan Biskupic et al., \textit{The Echo Chamber, Reuters Investigates} (Dec. 8, 2014, 10:30 AM), http://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/scotus/.


\textsuperscript{112} JEROME L. Himmelstein, To the Right: The Transformation of American Conservatism 132 (1990); see also, e.g., THOMAS BYRNE EDSELL, THE NEW POLITICS OF INEQUALITY 129 (1984); KIM PHILLIPS-FEIN & JULIAN E. ZELIZER, WHAT’S GOOD FOR BUSINESS: BUSINESS AND AMERICAN POLITICS SINCE WORLD WAR II 234–35 (2012).
premier business lobbying organization. ¹¹³ Many of the businessmen and organizations involved in this movement “believed their main problems came not from international competition or labor but from government and a democratic political system.”¹¹⁴ Their concern was with the expansion of the regulatory state, and, as Thomas Edsall has written, for the first time in the “1970s, business refined its ability to act as a class, submerging competitive instincts in favor of joint, cooperative action.”¹¹⁵ The growing rise in deregulatory First Amendment cases is one product of that concerted cooperative action.

This story is intertwined with the resurgence of the American conservative movement—and conservative public interest lawyering—more broadly. In 1960, an Indianapolis businessman named Pierre Goodrich founded the Liberty Fund as a free-market think tank committed to an ideal of individual liberty.¹¹⁶ In the late 1970s, the Liberty Fund hosted two conferences on the use of rights as deregulatory tools and as a method of promoting economic liberty. One, convened at the University of Miami School of Law in 1976, was titled Advertising vs. Free Speech: Dilemma or Invention. It explored the question of whether the courts should restrain Congress and the state legislatures from enacting laws regulating commercial speech.¹¹⁷ Later that year, Edwin Baker, a First Amendment scholar who was in attendance, described the conference:

[T]he central presentation, which set the tone of subsequent discussion, viewed the commercial speech issue to be merely one example of the ill effects of governmental regulation in general; the speaker concluded with a plea that regulation in all marketplaces be put on an equal footing, with the

¹¹³. See, e.g., HACKER & PIERSON, supra note 109, at 120; Himmelstein, supra note 112, at 139–40; Phillips-Fein & Zelizer, supra note 112, at 237–38, 250.


¹¹⁵. Edsall, supra note 112, at 128; see also Hacker & Pierson, supra note 109, at 118 (“The organizational counterattack of business in the 1970s was swift and sweeping—a domestic version of Shock and Awe. The number of corporations with public affairs offices in Washington grew from 100 in 1968 to over 500 in 1978. . . . What the numbers alone cannot show is something of potentially even greater significance: Employers learned how to work together to achieve shared political goals. As members of coalitions, firms could mobilize more proactively and on a much broader front.”).


presumption being that regulation is unjustified. This defense of commercial speech was quickly viewed by those attending the conference to be based on a desire to return to a *Lochner* type of protection of property rights.\(^\text{118}\)

At another Liberty Fund conference in 1979 on the “Modern Rights Theory,” a central focus was re-grounding constitutional property rights.\(^\text{119}\)

During the same period, Bernard Siegan—the prominent libertarian theorist whose unsuccessful nomination to the Ninth Circuit was described by the *New York Times* as “one of the most bitterly disputed judicial nominations of the Reagan era”\(^\text{120}\)—penned a number of influential libertarian works and was well-known for his ardent attack on footnote four of *Carolene Products* and his assertion that courts should abandon the rational basis test in favor of a return to the standard of review articulated in *Lochner v. New York*.\(^\text{121}\)

As described by Edwin Meese III, President Reagan’s Attorney General, the broader “freedom-based public interest law movement,” of which the Liberty Fund was a part, was forged in the 1970s in response to the success of predominantly left-leaning impact litigation by groups such as the American Civil Liberties Union and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund.\(^\text{122}\) On the account of Lee Edwards, the Heritage Foundation’s historian of the conservative movement, this “freedom-based public interest law movement was born in the early 1970s in reaction to several accelerating trends in America” including not only “an expanding liberal public interest law coalition” but also

---


“an intrusive regulatory government.”123 This cadre of lawyers, political operatives, and activists had a range of objectives and interests—a key fulcrum of which was economic liberty and property rights.124

One wing of this movement was the National Center for the Public Interest, which was founded in 1975 as a network of freedom-based public interest organizations around the country, including the Atlantic Legal Foundation, the Mountain States Legal Foundation, the Southeastern Legal Foundation, and what would become the Landmark Legal Foundation.125 After establishing this network in the mid-1970s, the National Legal Center relocated to Washington, D.C. and began a campaign promoting “individual rights, free enterprise, private property, [and] limited government.”126 It focused on the interests and concerns of corporate general counsel and business lawyers, and as its president of over two decades explained, its primary audience was “the private sector—business, industry, and agriculture.”127

By the late 1970s, critics within the conservative movement argued that its public interest lawyering was too deeply intertwined with the American business community to be meaningfully in the public interest. Most prominent among these was Michael Horowitz, who would later go on to become the General Counsel of the Office of Management and Budget under President Reagan. Horowitz argued in a report for the Scaife Foundation in the late 1970s that “the conservative public interest movement will make no substantial mark on the American legal profession or American life as long as it is seen as and is in fact the adjunct of a business community possessed of sufficient resources to

123. Lee Edwards, The First Thirty Years, in BRINGING JUSTICE TO THE PEOPLE, supra note 119, at 1, 1.
124. Id. at 20–22.
126. Edwards, supra note 125, at 91.
afford its own legal representation.\footnote{128} Among other factors, such criticism led many foundations to withdraw support from conservative public interest organizations focusing on deregulatory work for some time—leaving economic liberty litigation, including in its First Amendment instantiations, largely in the hands of private industry itself.\footnote{129} But by the mid-1980s, some conservative public interest organizations supported an economic-rights driven approach to the First Amendment based on conservative ideals, not simply the defense of particular interests. The Center for Applied Jurisprudence, for instance, assembled task forces of lawyers and intellectuals on economic liberty, property rights, and the First Amendment—the latter devoted in part to expanding commercial speech protections.\footnote{130}

This history is reflected in the makeup of the present-day leaders of the commercial speech movement. They are, in the main, individual commercial plaintiffs and public interest organizations that grew out of the freedom-based conservative public interest movement’s genesis in the 1970s. Businesses and private industry groups, often represented by some of the most prominent Supreme Court and appellate advocates, including Theodore Olson, Floyd Abrams, and Noel Francisco, have brought the majority of recent cases.\footnote{131} Others have been litigated by


129. Teles, supra note 128, at 68–69, 73; Edwards, supra note 125; Southworth, supra note 125, at 1241–43. It is perhaps noteworthy in this regard that the First Amendment rights of businesses was not one of the legal issues focused on in the Reagan Administration’s legal policy report, The Constitution in the Year 2000. See Office of Legal Policy, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, The Constitution in the Year 2000: Choices Ahead in Constitutional Interpretation (Oct. 11, 1988).

130. Teles, supra note 128, at 82–84.

public interest organizations such as the Institute for Justice. The Chamber of Commerce has filed amicus briefs in many of these cases, as have a number of conservative public interest organizations such as the Washington Legal Foundation, the Cato Institute, the Institute for Justice, and the Pacific Legal Foundation, along with various private industry associations.

What emerges from this history is not a simple account of political capture by economic elites, but instead a complex picture of increasingly well-organized business actors and conservative movement lawyers acting in a multifaceted approach over decades to influence the meaning and constitutional salience of free speech protections. To be sure, that success was not immediate. And while it originated in no small part with Justice Powell—whose tenure on the Supreme Court saw the creation of the commercial speech doctrine and many of its

---


central precedents, as well as the greatest increase in business-brought First Amendment claims heard by the Supreme Court—Powell was in many ways an intermediate figure, working in the more recent shadow of the Supreme Court’s turn away from economic substantive due process and at the beginning of a movement that only decades later would come to ascendancy.

Causation is difficult to tease from historical correlation, and this account faces the endogeneity challenge faced by any study of the influence of social movements on legal culture and the law. But we can appreciate that the seeds of ideas planted in the 1970s and cultivated by tenacious business lawyers form part of the story of the recent libertarian turn in the commercial speech doctrine.

B. The Rise of the Information State

This section maps the rise of the information state and its distinctive use of what are often termed lighter-touch regulatory tools—such as mandated disclosures—in place of or in addition to command-and-control regulation. This section sketches the animating rationale of information regulation: a concept of disaggregated democracy fueled through individual (often consumer) action. And it describes a range of phenomena—including behavioral law and economics research, the business-led social movement described above, and quintessentially contemporary policy concerns, such as supply chains that span borders—that have encouraged the use of lighter-touch, often information-based, regulation by modern legislators and administrators.

In this section, I make three claims. First, the very features that make modern regulatory tools ‘lighter-touch’ render them more prone to appear speech-regulating than the traditional regulatory levers of mandates and bans on conduct. Second, by leveraging human behavioral patterns such as biases and heuristics, information regulation may raise a disquiet about paternalism that resonates with, if also differs from, one traditional First Amendment concern: paternalism of thought. Third, together, these trends in administrative law, features of


136. See Coates, supra note 1, at 251 fig.2; see also, e.g., First Nat’l Bank of Boston v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765 (1978) (Powell opinion extending First Amendment protection to corporate expression of views on issues of public importance).
contemporary regulation, and economic trends have placed the modern regulatory state in greater potential tension with the First Amendment.

* * *

Running in tandem with the developments in First Amendment jurisprudence described above, since at least the Reagan Administration, administrative regimes at both the federal and state levels have taken a general turn away from direct mandates and bans towards lighter-touch forms of regulation. Lighter-touch regulation, broadly conceived, is the use of incentives to promote desired behavior instead of direct mandates or bans of conduct. Lighter-touch regulation comes in many forms, including permits and fees or providing or regulating information upon which the public can make, often commercial, choices. I refer to this last subset of lighter-touch regulation as information regulation—meaning the regulation or required disclosure of information upon which the public can make choices.

While information regulation is far from new—from the securities disclosures enacted in the 1930s\(^\text{137}\) to the 1960s truth-in-lending mandates\(^\text{138}\)—it has recently taken on new forms and priority that place the regulatory state in greater conflict with the First Amendment. Although a full history of this administrative revolution is beyond the scope of this Article, this section draws a sketch of this trend and identifies several of the factors that have given rise to it.

As Justice Kagan has observed, policy control over the federal administrative state has become increasingly consolidated in the President and his staff since the Reagan Administration.\(^\text{139}\) The turn to lighter-touch federal administration forms one facet of that trend. In the early to mid-1980s, President Reagan issued two executive orders, Executive Orders 12,291\(^\text{140}\) and 12,498,\(^\text{141}\) that among other things formalized the role of the White House’s Office of Management and Budget in reviewing federal regulations and established a number of guiding principles that agencies are directed to follow when developing regulations, including the use of cost-benefit analysis. In 1993,

President Clinton replaced President Reagan’s twin executive orders with Executive Order 12,866, which has since served as the cornerstone to federal administrative policy. This Order retained the foundations of centralized review adopted by President Reagan, but expressly required agencies to identify and assess alternatives to command-and-control regulation.142

President Obama extended and further clarified these principles in Executive Order 13,563, which requires every agency to “identify and assess available alternatives to direct regulation, including . . . providing information upon which choices can be made by the public” and “[w]here relevant, feasible, and consistent with regulatory objectives, and to the extent permitted by law, . . . identify and consider regulatory approaches that reduce burdens and maintain flexibility and freedom of choice for the public,” including “warnings, appropriate default rules, and disclosure requirements as well as provision of information to the public in a form that is clear and intelligible.”143 The President’s more recent Executive Order, Using Behavioral Science to Better Serve the American People, elaborates the directive to use behavioral science to implement policy, including prominently through providing information to facilitate citizen choice.144

Information regulation has proliferated at the federal level in recent decades. Much of the response to the financial crisis has taken the form of mandated disclosures, as has the regulation of consumer protection, campaign finance, and public health.145 From your cell phone bill to your food packaging to your retirement plan, the signs of information regulation are nearly inescapable. The FDA’s graphic cigarette warning labels are a striking example. Neither Congress nor the FDA banned the sale or possession of cigarettes or smoking—instead, at the direction of Congress, the FDA issued a rule requiring cigarette manufacturers to

---

142. Exec. Order No. 12,866, 3 C.F.R. 638 (1994) (“Each agency shall identify and assess available alternatives to direct regulation, including providing economic incentives to encourage the desired behavior, such as user fees or marketable permits, or providing information upon which choices can be made by the public.”).


label their products with one of nine graphic warning labels and a phone number for a hotline offering help to quit smoking.\footnote{See 15 U.S.C. § 1333(d) (2012); Required Warnings for Cigarette Packages and Advertisements, 21 C.F.R. § 1141 (2015).}

States and municipalities, too, have robustly embraced information regulation. Almost fifty states, along with the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, require companies to disclose to customers security breaches involving their personally identifiable information.\footnote{See 15 U.S.C. § 1333(d) (2012); Required Warnings for Cigarette Packages and Advertisements, 21 C.F.R. § 1141 (2015).} New York has mandated that nutritional information be displayed in many restaurants,\footnote{See 15 U.S.C. § 1333(d) (2012); Required Warnings for Cigarette Packages and Advertisements, 21 C.F.R. § 1141 (2015).} and the cities of San Francisco and Berkeley have both required cell phone retailers to provide disclosures about the radiofrequency radiation that cell phones

Berkeley has additionally proposed mandated disclosures on gas pumps regarding the contribution of fossil fuels to climate change. The animating logic of lighter-touch regulations such as these is one of disaggregated democracy fueled through individual, often citizen consumer, action. Information regulation seeks to regulate more lightly—meaning to enhance the public’s power of choice by eschewing the sometimes costly, inefficient, and heavy-handed burden of direct regulation of behavior. Instead of consolidating decision-making about substantive policy decisions as fully in the administrator or legislator, lighter-touch regulation disaggregates choice, if incompletely, in the public and those who would otherwise be directly regulated. To what degree should smoking or fossil fuel consumption be reduced, with their attendant budgetary, health, foreign affairs, and environmental effects? The choice is left in large part to the aggregate of citizen consumers. Lighter-touch regulation aims to affirm individual choice, and in so doing it embraces a disaggregated path to democratic legitimacy. And, whether or not lighter-touch regulation is in fact as choice-affirming as announced, and whether choice necessarily enhances welfare, the affirmation and appearance of choice has contributed to the political popularity of lighter-touch regulation.

149. See CTIA–The Wireless Ass’n v. City & Cnty. of S.F., 494 F. App’x 752 (9th Cir. 2012) (holding San Francisco cell phone disclosure requirement unconstitutional). The constitutionality of Berkeley’s cell phone disclosure requirement is currently being litigated in CTIA–The Wireless Ass’n v. City of Berkeley, No. C-15-2529 EMC, 2015 WL 5569072 (N.D. Cal. 2015), appeal docketed, No. 16-15141 (9th Cir. Feb. 1, 2016), a case in which I am involved. San Francisco’s ordinance requiring a public health–based disclosure on sugar-sweetened beverages has likewise already faced First Amendment challenge, Am. Beverage Ass’n v. City & Cnty. of S.F., No. 3:15-cv-03425 (N.D. Cal. filed July 24, 2015), as have dozens of other state and local ordinances, see, e.g., PSEG Long Island LLC v. Town of N. Hempstead, No. 15-cv-0222, 2016 WL 423635 (E.D.N.Y. Feb. 3, 2016).


The general trend of administrative regimes towards information regulation has been spurred by a number of forces in addition to this political appeal. Most recently, the use of lighter-touch regulatory tools by federal agencies, including altering defaults and mandating disclosures, has been encouraged by behavioral law and economics scholarship and one of its pioneers, Cass Sunstein, President Obama’s head of OMB’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs from 2009 to 2012.\(^{153}\) Behavioral law and economics research has identified tools, such as defaults, disclosures, and salience effects, that regulators can use to markedly alter behaviors without conduct rules.\(^{154}\)

The turn towards lighter-touch regulation was likewise encouraged by many of the same business advocates now litigating against the constitutionality of lighter-touch regulatory regimes. The New Deal response to the Great Depression in programs from the Agricultural Adjustment Act to the Social Security Act, and the Rural Electrification Administration to the Tennessee Valley Authority greatly expanded the reach and function of the American regulatory state. The Great Society programs passed during the 1960s and 70s—including framework statues such as the Civil Rights Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, the Clean Air Act, and the Environmental Policy Act—further broadened its reach. And just as business organized in the courts to respond to this regulatory expansion beginning in the 1970s, it mobilized against regulation by the political branches, spurring lighter-touch regimes in the process.\(^{155}\)

The history of tobacco regulation is illustrative. While Congress has mandated health warnings on cigarettes since 1966, it did not authorize the FDA to directly regulate tobacco products until 2009.\(^{156}\)

---


In the intervening decades, the tobacco industry and the Chamber of Commerce staunchly opposed direct regulation of tobacco products, such as bans on certain products or the regulation of the level of nicotine that they may contain, while reaching at least occasional compromises on product warning labels. Opposition to direct regulation may more generally leave lighter-touch administration as a more politically viable alternative. It is these same sorts of warnings that the tobacco industry has more recently challenged on First Amendment grounds.

A concomitant growth of a range of contemporary concerns—from big-data privacy to supply chains that span borders—has further prompted the use of information regulation by contemporary administrators and legislators. The regulation at the center of the D.C. Circuit’s recent National Association of Manufacturers v. SEC decision provides an apt example. Encouraged by staff at the State Department, Congress in Dodd-Frank directed the Securities and Exchange Commission to require firms to disclose whether minerals used in their products were sourced from the area of the armed conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo or nearby states. The SEC in

---


157. Compare FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 161 (2000) (successful industry challenge to FDA exertion of authority over the regulation of tobacco products), and Janet Hook, Senate Approves FDA Regulation of Tobacco, L.A. TIMES (June 12, 2009), http://articles.latimes.com/2009/jun/12/nation-na-tobacco12 (“Most tobacco companies bitterly opposed” the 2009 bill authorizing FDA regulation), and Michael Givel, FDA Legislation, 16 TOBACCO CONTROL 217, 217 (2007) (discussing Philip Morris’s lobbying effort to “stop[] a future FDA regulation regulating tobacco as a drug and drug delivery device”), with Irvin Molotsky, Firmer Warnings on Cigarettes Called Likely, N.Y. TIMES (May 22, 1984), http://www.nytimes.com/1984/05/22/us/firmer-warnings-on-cigarettes-called-likely.html (discussing a warning label compromise in which the tobacco industry won multiple concessions and stating that “[a] spokesman for Senator Helms confirmed that he had reached such an agreement [on the labels] with Senator Hatch but that it was contingent on Mr. Helms’s being notified formally by the tobacco lobbying group, the Tobacco Institute, that it had indeed agreed to the compromise”). The 2009 Act indeed prohibits the FDA from reducing nicotine in products to zero or banning classes of tobacco products altogether. 21 U.S.C. § 387g(d)(3) (2012).

158. See R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205 (D.C. Cir. 2012); Disc. Tobacco City & Lottery, Inc. v. United States, 674 F.3d 509 (6th Cir. 2012).

159. 800 F.3d 518 (D.C. Cir. 2015).
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The aim of the regulation was two-fold. First, the required disclosure might deter firms from sourcing minerals from the DRC or neighboring regions because of the negative publicity (and potential stock-price decline) they might face. Second, the disclosures might influence shareholder and consumer choices in a way that would indirectly influence corporate mineral-sourcing behavior. These first- and second-order aims were only means, however, to accomplish the higher order policy goal of influencing the conflict in the DRC by drying up sources of revenue to fighters there, so as to advance American foreign affairs and humanitarian goals in East Africa. Direct military intervention by the United States or sanctions (such as outright forbidding firms from sourcing from the conflict in the DRC) or legal or military order imposed by the DRC or neighboring countries were not feasible or politically attractive. Information regulation, then, was an indirect means to accomplish similar foreign policy goals.

The tools of lighter-touch regulation may be the policy options of choice, if not necessity, in regulatory arenas where direct mandates are not possible—either because they are beyond the power of the government or outside of its knowledge. Many economic foreign policy issues, including foreign labor, industrial, and banking practices, share this characteristic. Information disclosure may be one of the only tools the state has to gain knowledge about data practices that may in turn raise privacy, disparate impact, cyber security, or other concerns that the state might later target with substantive regulation. We might view similarly the efforts of some states—in the face of the unconstitutionality of outright banning abortion—to attempt to discourage it by way of mandated ultrasounds or required disclosures by abortion-providing doctors.

Whatever its causes, the modern state regulates in ways that appear, or are more prone to appear, speech-regulating than earlier forms of administration. This is because much modern regulation operates through systemic human behaviors, incentives, and market pressures created by altering the information landscape (or choice


162. See, e.g., Stuart v. Camnitz, 774 F.3d 238 (4th Cir. 2014); Planned Parenthood of Minn. v. Rounds, 530 F.3d 724 (8th Cir. 2008) (en banc).
architecture) relevant to the targeted behavior, instead of simply mandating or banning that behavior. Rather than banning cigarettes or sodas, for instance, the state might require a warning or the disclosure of nutrition information. Instead of banning the prescription of drugs for off-label purposes, it might prohibit their off-label marketing. Or in the absence of a ban on the sourcing of conflict minerals, it might require disclosure of supply chain information to investors. A warning or disclosure, or a ban on certain methods of advertising or information dissemination, appears more speech-regulating than a ban on sales or purchasing practices.

The very feature that makes modern forms of regulation ‘lighter-touch’ is what brings it in greater potential conflict with the First Amendment. At the same time as lighter-touch regulation has emerged as more apparently speech regulating, the objects of modern regulation themselves increasingly appear speech-like. This change is due, at least in part, to the shift from an industrial towards an information-based economy. Manufacturing jobs have disappeared in favor of industries that involve data and run on information. This has meant that many of the targets of regulation now involve greater components of information, communication, and indicia of knowledge creation or its potentiality. These trends have caused the objects of modern regulation to more often appear speech-like and data and information-laden than in moments, and economies, past. And the larger importance of informational goods and services to our political economy has both trained regulatory attention on information-based activities and raised the economic stakes for those regulated. As Julie Cohen has observed, “contests over the substance of regulatory


164. The conflict in Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 131 S. Ct. 2653 (2011), over state limits on the distribution of pharmaceutical marketing data offers a fitting example. Unlike in an earlier economy, such as at the time of Virginia Board of Pharmacy, the pharmaceutical industry is now one that runs critically on the information it tracks about customers and their habits—raising the economic and social stakes of regulation of that information.
mandates and the shape of regulatory institutions are most usefully understood as moves within a larger struggle to chart a new direction for the regulatory state in the era of informational capitalism.”

It is against those economic changes and that political economy that regulation—and resistance to it—is undertaken.

Lighter-touch regulation may moreover raise a type of paternalism concern that strikes closer to the core of the First Amendment’s animating rationales than do mandates or bans on conduct. More flexible regulation, such as defaults or disclosure requirements that provide information to the public, is often heralded as choice affirming. I may choose to opt-out of a default or alter a decision based upon a required disclosure, and in that sense modern regulation may enhance consumer choice. But defaults are often quite sticky—indeed, their effectiveness may depend on this stickiness—and warnings or disclosures, while often ignored, may cause salience or framing effects that systematically affect citizen and consumer behavior, some through unconscious or non-rational means.

A key question in First Amendment jurisprudence and theory has been whether, and if so on what grounds, paternalism of thought is distinguishable from other forms of paternalism. Lighter-touch regulation may raise a related anxiety: namely, whether the government is altering behavior by way of a form of untoward influence. The possible concern raised by regulatory tools such as mandatory disclosure is certainly a far cry from the sort of paternalism of thought associated with totalitarian regimes and the limitations on expression that marked McCarthyism and other times of crisis. It is instead a more subtle form of influence exerted by dint of patterns in human behavior, such as heuristics and biases. Whether or in what contexts lighter-touch regulation might properly raise First Amendment alarm on these grounds is beyond the scope of this Article. But the soft, perhaps invisible, forms of behavior-influence that are at once often considered the choice-affirming virtues of modern regulation may appear not only more speech-regulating than earlier forms of regulation but also raise

165. Cohen, supra note 163 (manuscript at 2).
166. See, e.g., Sunstein, supra note 154, at 1349.
unease about freedom of thought and paternalism of the mind that resonate with anxieties long at the center of the First Amendment’s focus, and in so doing draw the modern regulatory state in greater possible conflict with the First Amendment.

The contemporary state regulates in ways that may generally appear more speech-regulating and operate by way of less overt rules, but modern regulation is made up of a rich tapestry of methodologies—and not all are likely to pose equal First Amendment concern. We might think of this diversity of tools and approaches in five stylized categories, ordered roughly in their likelihood of conflict with the First Amendment:

Speech Limitations. Legislators and administrators often place limits on the information that private actors can publish or disseminate or the manner in which they may present it. Examples of this regulatory tool include prohibitions on fraud and misrepresentation (including bans on insider trading and securities fraud and truth-in-lending and truth-in-advertising laws); much of federal antitrust and prescription drug regulation; bans on conspiracy, solicitation, and malpractice; limitations on advertising to children and bans on child pornography; and a considerable portion of the prohibitions on discrimination in the workplace and by common carriers and in public accommodations. Contemporary administrators often regulate commercially relevant expression as a method of affecting a given market (from markets for prescription drugs to terrorist financing), including with the aim of discouraging certain practices or purchases.169

Regulations such as these that place—or could be conceived of as placing—limits on the free flow of information, including commercial information, have the potential to trigger robust First Amendment push back. They also generally face a relatively more demanding constitutional test than speech compulsions.170 This is not to suggest, however, that speech restrictions will not be upheld even if they are subject to intermediate, or stricter, scrutiny, depending on the strength


170. See, e.g., *Sorrell*, 131 S. Ct. at 2664; *Central Hudson*, 447 U.S. at 566.
of the government’s interest and less restrictive alternatives. And while the regulations enumerated above all involve the regulation of ‘speech’ in any colloquial sense, the courts have not found First Amendment concern, or even speech, in a number of them. ¹⁷¹

**Speech Compulsions.** Disclosure requirements are one of the most prevalent, if debated, modern regulatory tools. ¹⁷² From graphic tobacco warnings to mandated nutritional information disclosures, miles per gallon, and energy efficiency ratings to country-of-origin labeling and financial disclosures to drug warnings—mandated disclosures are pervasive. Because they typically involve words or pictures, disclosure requirements are often easily understood to raise First Amendment concern. Mandated commercial disclosures face laxer constitutional review and may be a less restrictive alternative to limitations on speech.¹⁷³ At the same time, many types of commercial speech compulsions, such as mandated tax filings, are not often viewed as ‘speech’ or challenged on free speech grounds.

**Incentives and Conditions.** Another common lighter-touch regulatory tool involves the use of incentives and conditions on governmental licenses or grants.¹⁷⁴ Reflecting the “view that government may not do indirectly what it may not do directly,” the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions may invalidate regulatory incentives and conditions if they require a beneficiary to surrender a constitutional right.¹⁷⁵ The important point for our purposes is that the constitutionality of a condition rises or falls on the existence and recognition of an underlying constitutional right. For example, as Kathleen Sullivan has observed, “conditioning federal education funding on private recipients’ cessation of race or sex discrimination surely pressures the recipients’ private associational choices, but unless forbidding private race or sex discrimination would violate the first amendment, conditions tending to produce the same result are not

---


¹⁷² See, e.g., BEN-SHAHAR & SCHNEIDER, supra note 145, at 6.


¹⁷⁴ We might question whether incentives and conditions, and perhaps other forms of modern governance, are truly ‘lighter-touch’ or lighter-touch in all contexts, but I retain the umbrella term for ease.

unconstitutional. Some incentives and conditions may be more likely to conflict with the First Amendment than others. Some, like the federal requirement at issue in *Agency for International Development v. Alliance for Open Society International, Inc.*, which conditioned federal funding on organizations’ adoption of an express policy opposing prostitution and sex trafficking, are more likely to invite First Amendment challenge. But many incentives and conditions are unlikely to appear to impinge on speech at all. Benefits that are contingent on actions that appear more conduct-like, such as the condition of federal funding on a state desegregating its public schools, are doubtful to raise First Amendment concern.

**Defaults & Choice Architecture.** Robust social science evidence demonstrates that defaults, or starting points, such as automatic enrollment in a retirement savings plan, can affect behavioral outcomes. Defaults are one of the strongest policy levers in the broader toolbox of choice architecture. Like incentives and conditions, many defaults and alterations to choice architecture are less likely to conflict with First Amendment principles. But insofar as a required default calls on a commercial entity to use language—say, to effectuate automatic enrollment in a retirement savings plan—a colorable First Amendment challenge might exist. Defaults and other regulation based on systematic patterns in decision-making may also raise a paternalism concern that resonates with First Amendment principles.

**Mandates and Bans on Conduct.** Finally, though the use of lighter-touch forms of regulation have proliferated, the traditional policy levers of mandates or bans on conduct continue to be employed. As discussed below, conduct mandates and bans are generally the least susceptible to First Amendment challenge. However, because much human conduct involves words, and the state’s decision to ban or mandate a behavior nearly inevitably expresses a message about the

176. *Id.* at 1427.
177. 133 S. Ct. 2321 (2013).
178. *Id.* at 2324–25.
180. See, e.g., Sunstein, *supra* note 154, at 1350.
targeted behavior or those who engage in it, even conduct rules may be susceptible to First Amendment challenge.

The two concomitant trends sketched above—in administrative law and practice on the one hand and First Amendment jurisprudence on the other—have increased the potential conflict, if heterogeneously, between the First Amendment and the modern administrative state.

II. SPEECH PROTECTION AS THE BOUNDARY LINE OF STATE ACTION

The stakes of this burgeoning constitutional conflict are high due to a simple but often overlooked fact: because nearly all human action—and so state regulation—operates through communication, the First Amendment possesses near total deregulatory potential. For this reason, the scope of First Amendment protection uniquely tracks the boundary of the constitutionally permissible administrative state. This section elaborates those contentions and paints the stakes of the growing conflict between the First Amendment and the administrative state.

Nearly all human action operates in whole or in part through speech, or at least in such a fashion that another human being could understand it as expressive. A few examples should illustrate the deep sense in which man is a speaking animal, including in his economic affairs. The conduct of buying a car, for instance, involves conversations with the dealer, the offer of a price, and the signing of a contract that is written in words. So, too, the conduct of robbing a bank or flying on a plane. A bank robber must demand cash from the cashier. Before I can take a plane I must first purchase a ticket, reading the price and terms (written in words), agree to that price and terms in a contract (likewise written in words), and make the purchase using a credit card that I acquired through signing a contract (written in words). When I arrive at the airport, I speak with the TSA representatives and flight attendants, who permit me, I hope, to move to the next stage of the activity. From its inception, each of these forms of conduct, like a multitude of others, are constituted by and intertwined with words, speech, and expressive conduct.

Just as most conduct operates in whole or in part through speech, most conduct can be expressive. The 9/11 bombings were certainly expressive, if also shocking and horrifying, in part because of their expressive character. A shoulder shrug, cutting someone off in traffic, the creation of a beautiful painting or an ugly one, a fist pounded on a boardroom table, and blowing a kiss—all of these ‘actions’ contain some element of expressive meaning. Humans are embedded in expression and their conduct is intertwined with speech.
For the same reason, almost all regulation is or could be understood to regulate speech or expression. The tax forms you file contain written speech in some basic sense. Security and Exchange Commission disclosures, too, involve speech in an idiomatic sense. Limitations on fraud, nutrition label requirements, anti-trust regulation, and prohibitions on work-place harassment and conspiracy, to name but a few, all implicate the written or spoken word. The Enron defendants were prosecuted on conspiracy, securities and wire fraud, and insider trading counts, all involving speech.

Frederick Schauer has observed that First Amendment litigation is often opportunistic, meaning that litigants turn to the First Amendment as their authority of choice when little other authority is on point. Schauer concludes that this opportunism evinces the “power of the First Amendment today as a political force and a rhetorical device in the United States.” The availability of a First Amendment claim for opportunistic use, however, springs from the pervasiveness of speech and expression. It is this pervasiveness that allows the First Amendment to be “both the first and the last refuge of saints and scoundrels alike.” And it is this pervasiveness that makes the First Amendment’s deregulatory potential so sweeping.

A few recent cases clarify the potential reach of the new _Lochner_. The Supreme Court’s 2011 decision in _Sorrell_ is illustrative. In that case, Vermont data miners and an association of pharmaceutical manufacturers challenged a state law restricting the sale, disclosure, and use of pharmacy data revealing prescribing practices of doctors without their consent. The Court concluded that there is a “strong argument” that such information is speech for First Amendment purposes but held the law unconstitutional even if the data was treated as a “mere commodity.” “Facts, after all, are the beginning point for much of the speech that is most essential to advance human knowledge and to conduct human affairs.” But if information is speech (or even simply a commodity whose regulation alters others’ speech), it is not clear what the First Amendment does not cover or protect with

---
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Sorrell’s level of scrutiny. Certainly, a business license or tax filing could be considered a regulation of information. Insider trading restrictions, too, regulate when certain information can be disclosed. The Federal Rules of Evidence prescribe what sorts of information may be admitted at trial or required to be disclosed in discovery. Countless examples of the regulation of “information” spring to mind.

Sorrell moreover held that content-based restrictions that burden speech are subject to “heightened” scrutiny, adding that “[c]ommercial speech is no exception.” 188 The Court emphasized that “[i]n the ordinary case it is all but dispositive to conclude that a law is content-based.” 189 But could this really be so? If such a principle was extended, it would invalidate all mandated commercial disclosures. By definition, all mandatory disclosures require some defined class to say something rather than something else. Were this contention accepted, every mandated disclosure would be subject to searching constitutional review. This would “all but dispositive[ly]” render unconstitutional all warning labels, securities disclosure statements, even the mandatory filing of tax returns. Bans on false and misleading commercial speech are likewise patently content-based. Taken literally, Sorrell suggests that the First Amendment impedes the government from banning outright fraud because fraud is banned precisely because it is based on false representations, a content-based restriction. 190 This would render much of the work of the Securities and Exchange Commission and Federal Trade Commission unconstitutional.

The Supreme Court’s recent decision in Reed v. Town of Gilbert 191 expanded the definition of content discrimination in ways that commercial speech advocates likewise contend renders all commercial speech subject to strict scrutiny. The Court announced that a government regulation of speech is content-based, and so presumptively unconstitutional, if it “applies to particular speech because of the topic discussed or the idea or message expressed . . . regardless of the government’s benign motive, content-neutral justification, or lack of ‘animus toward the ideas contained’ in the regulated speech.” 192

Commercial speech advocates have since argued that because commercial speech regulation necessarily targets speech because of the
topic discussed, namely its commercial content, Reed requires strict scrutiny of all commercial speech. On this view, Reed sub silentio overruled decades of commercial speech precedent, including landmark commercial speech cases such as Central Hudson and Zauderer. While it strains credulity, in the words of the late Justice Scalia, to suggest that the Supreme Court hid such an elephant in the mouse hole of a relatively obscure case about an Arizona sign ordinance, Reed, like Sorrell, signals growing tension between various First Amendment sub-doctrines. And were Reed applied universally as advocates urge, the commercial speech doctrine—along with other topic-based sub-doctrines such as those that currently permit the greater regulation of child pornography, obscenity, fraud, perjury, price-fixing, conspiracy, or solicitation—would be rendered obsolete, thereby rendering large swaths of the administrative state presumptively unconstitutional.

A recent Sixth Circuit case further illuminates the potential scope of the new Lochner. In Liberty Coins, LLC v. Goodman the court reviewed a First Amendment challenge to the Ohio Precious Metals Dealers Act, which provided that “no person shall act as a precious metals dealer without first having obtained a license from the division of financial institutions in the department of commerce.” The Act applied to any party that held itself out to the public as willing to purchase precious metals. The plaintiffs were buyers, sellers, and traders of gold and silver jewelry and related items. They contended that the Act was facially void under the First Amendment because only those engaged in commercial speech—that is, those who held themselves out as willing to purchase precious metals—were subject to its licensing requirement. While the Sixth Circuit rejected that claim, concluding that business licensing is subject only to rational basis review as an economic activity, the district court found that Liberty

193. See, e.g., Transcript of Proceedings Held on 8/20/15 at 14, CTIA–The Wireless Ass’n v. City of Berkeley, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 126071 (N.D. Cal. Sep. 21, 2015) (No. 50) (The Court: “[I]t seems to me that [under your argument] every disclosure case would—is content and viewpoint—contains viewpoint and distinctions and discrimination. It can’t be the law that every disclosure requirement is suddenly subject to strict scrutiny . . . because it has a built-in—I mean, the line between commercial speech and noncommercial speech is itself [a] content-driven distinction.” Mr. Theodore Olson: “We submit under the Supreme Court’s most recent ruling, Reed vs. Town of Gilbert . . . that requires the application of strict scrutiny.”).
195. 748 F.3d 682 (6th Cir. 2014).
196. Id. at 686 (quoting OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 4728.02 (West 2014)).
Coins had a strong likelihood of success on the merits because it concluded that “holding [oneself] out” as a precious metals dealer was a form of speech subject to intermediate scrutiny.\(^{197}\)

The D.C. Circuit, too, recently invalidated a business licensing scheme for tour guides under the First Amendment on the basis that tour guides speak for a living, leading the court to conclude that requiring a tour guide to first obtain a business license impermissibly burdened speech.\(^{198}\) Nearly any business licensing scheme or regulation might be swept within this logic. How do we know that a pharmacist or an accountant, for instance, is a pharmacist or an accountant—and so subject to a given type of regulation? Because they engage in activities related to pharmacy or accountancy and hold themselves out with words as such. Because most, if not all, commercial services operate at least in part through the use of words, all business licensing schemes are in principle susceptible to First Amendment challenge.\(^{199}\)

We might think that First Amendment suits are only likely to be viable against mandated disclosures or regulations of industries that seem more speech dependent, such as consultants, real estate agents, accountants, tour guides, doctors, or lawyers. Certainly, some forms of regulation or industries appear more speech-like than others. But it is not only mandated disclosures or regulations of particularly ‘speech-heavy’ industries that are susceptible to First Amendment challenge. An example undermines the contention that some commercial undertakings or regulations are more communication-heavy than others in any analytically rigorous sense.

In *Nordyke v. Santa Clara County*,\(^{200}\) the Ninth Circuit addressed a challenge to an addendum that the County added to its lease with the Santa Clara Fairgrounds Management Corporation. That addendum banned gun shows on fairground premises by prohibiting “any person from selling, offering for sale, supplying, delivering, or giving possession or control of firearms or ammunition to any other person at


\(^{199}\) A recent White House report suggests that the issue of occupational licensing may be in play not just in the courts but in the political branches as well. OFFICE OF ECON. POLICY, DEP’T OF THE TREASURY ET AL., OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING: A FRAMEWORK FOR POLICYMAKERS 22 (2015), https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/licensing_report_final_nonembargo.pdf.

\(^{200}\) 110 F.3d 707 (9th Cir. 1997).
a gun show at the fairgrounds.” The Ninth Circuit struck down that ban as violative of the First Amendment on the basis that prohibiting the offer of firearms or ammunition for sale was a regulation of commercial speech. But of course any sale or contract involves the communicative elements of offer and acceptance. And if banning sales—under the logic that they involve the communicative elements of offer and acceptance—triggers First Amendment review, little if any commercial activity falls outside of the First Amendment’s ambit.

A thoughtful reader may question whether the First Amendment could indeed extend to activities that appear even less speech-like, such as a ban on jaywalking or a regulation mandating that cars meet a certain fuel standard. The First Amendment could come into play in such cases along two routes. First, just as hate crimes or the 9/11 bombings expressed a certain message, the conduct of jaywalking may carry with it an intent to express one’s, say, nonconformist identity, haste, or disrespect for authority. Depending on the shared norms of the audience viewing the jaywalker, this message may be more or less legible. The refusal to produce a car meeting a mandated fuel standard, too, might be viewed as a political protest.

At a deep level, any conduct could be expressive depending on the actor and audience of the “conduct.” The plaintiffs in Spirit Airlines, Inc. v. United States Department of Transportation made a not dissimilar argument. They contended that the First Amendment shielded them from including government taxes within the most prominent sale price they advertised on the basis that they had a right to inform the public of the tax burden imposed on air travel. Hate crimes legislation faced a similar First Amendment challenge. Alternately, regulation of “conduct” could be understood as a form of government expression or “opinion,” triggering a different variety of First Amendment concern. But of course the decision to impose any sort of regulation—either a disclosure or a mandate—reflects some sort of government sentiment that the regulation is needed or the behavior it seeks to alter is harmful, dangerous, or the like.
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The stakes of the conflict between the First Amendment and the executive and legislative power could not be higher. Other constitutional requirements, such as the Fourth and Fifth Amendments, by limiting governmental action with regard to searches and seizures and due process, circumscribe partial limits on state action. Due to the pervasiveness of speech and expression, particularly in the information age, the coverage and level of protection for speech uniquely constitute the fullest boundary line of constitutional state action. If the First Amendment were to monolithically protect speech “as such,” governance would be impossible. Because of the radical deregulatory potential of free speech claims, the resolution of this constitutional conflict bears on the people’s ability to govern by representative government at all.

III. ECHOES OF LOCHNER

In a certain sense, protection for commercial speech is quite new, and the libertarian turn in commercial speech doctrine is even more uniquely modern coinage. In another, however, this is a story of constitutional conflict that has been told, if slightly differently, once before. A number of scholars, commentators, and more than one Supreme Court Justice have suggested that courts’ growing protection for commercial speech threatens to revive a new form of Lochnerian constitutional economic deregulation.206 This Part analyzes that contention to illuminate the ways in which this contemporary form of constitutional deregulation is uniquely modern.

The similarities between the new commercial speech doctrine and Lochner itself are pronounced. Both pit business freedom against the government’s ability to structure or facilitate citizen choice. Both privilege the negative over the positive state. And both render courts, not the political branches, the key arbiters of our economic life.207

206. See, e.g., sources cited supra note 5.

207. This Article focuses on the parallels and dissimilarities between free speech claims and earlier Lochnerism. But understood in the aforementioned senses, First Amendment Lochnerism is not limited to First Amendment speech cases. Nor is it necessarily limited to First Amendment constitutional claims as opposed to statutory ones under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act. See supra note 5 (collecting scholarship and commentary including beyond speech claims).

Following Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014), for instance, the courts of appeals diverged on whether that case requires the judiciary to defer to a claimant’s assertion that a law or policy substantially burdens its religious exercise under RFRA. Compare Sharpe Holdings, Inc. v. U.S. Dep’t of Health &
Human Servs., 801 F.3d 927, 941 (8th Cir. 2015) ("As Hobby Lobby instructs . . . we must accept [Plaintiffs'] assertion that self-certification under the accommodation process . . . would violate their sincerely held religious beliefs."). petition for cert. filed, No. 15-775 (U.S. Dec. 15, 2015), with Little Sisters of the Poor Home for the Aged v. Burwell, 794 F.3d 1151, 1176 (10th Cir. 2015) ("[C]ourts—not plaintiffs—must determine if a law or policy substantially burdens religious exercise."). cert. granted, 136 S. Ct. 446 (2015) (mem.), and Univ. of Notre Dame v. Burwell, 786 F.3d 606, 612 (7th Cir. 2015), petition to extend time to file petition for cert. granted, No. 15A365 (U.S. Oct. 6, 2015), and Geneva Coll. v. Sec'y of U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs., 778 F.3d 422, 436 (3d Cir. 2015), cert. granted, 136 S. Ct. 445 (2015) (mem.), and Priests for Life v. U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs., 772 F.3d 229, 247 (D.C. Cir. 2014), cert. granted, 136 S. Ct. 446 (2015) (mem.). If courts must defer to a faithful litigant’s belief that its religion is substantially burdened regardless of the regulatory scheme, that could be equivalent to permitting deregulation based upon the regulated party’s say-so. While not analytically equivalent to deregulatory claims in the instance of ‘speech as such,’ these inquiries are not wholly dissimilar. And some of the religious accommodation cases arguably marshal RFRA to advance market libertarianism by reference to certain entitlement baselines—though likely while naturalizing different baselines than the speech cases. See Seper, supra note 5; Tebbe et al., supra note 5.

The application of the First Amendment right of association in recent labor union agency fees share cases also exhibits some Lochnerian qualities, if defined as advancing economic libertarianism. See, e.g., Harris v. Quinn, 134 S. Ct. 2618 (2014); Friedrichs v. Cal. Teachers Ass'n, No. 13-57095, 2014 WL 10076847 (9th Cir. Nov. 18, 2014), cert. granted, 135 S. Ct. 2933 (2015) (mem.). As do libertarian association claims in the context of public accommodations, as Samuel Bagenstos has aptly argued. See Bagenstos, supra note 5. Indeed, one provocative question is why speech claims, not association claims, have been more often invoked for contemporary deregulatory purposes, despite the similar elasticity of the right of association.


Plainly, neoliberal constitutionalism and First Amendment Lochnerism, depending on how defined, are more far-reaching than free speech claims in ways that demand more sustained scholarly attention. My focus on free speech jurisprudence here, and commercial speech in particular, is not to suggest that either is necessarily limited to speech cases, at least if we understand them in the important if thinner sense that it privileges economic libertarianism and the judiciary over the regulatory choices of the political branches. Rather, my aim is to identify what is most distinctive about modern speech-based constitutional deregulation. Speech claims, and association claims to an
But, while this modern form of constitutional deregulation resonates with *Lochner*, it differs in significant aspects. First, commercial speech protection possesses broader deregulatory capacity. While all contracts operate through speech, not all speech is a contract. All commercial communication—the filing of a tax form, a required warning or nutritional label, any sale or advertisement, a malpractice suit, or a business licensing scheme—might plausibly come within the First Amendment’s ambit. One might have thought that the First Amendment would be a more limited restriction on state power than the *Lochner* era’s substantive due process because of its textual hook. Free speech is an enumerated right, while liberty of contract is not. As the last section demonstrated, however, the textually grounded “freedom of speech” is potentially profoundly capacious, outstripping even liberty of contract’s deregulatory potential—and permitting judges to engage in “*Lochner*’s error of converting personal preferences into constitutional mandates.”

Second, the new *Lochner* is, in a more nuanced way, more robust because the notion of right it defends is stronger than that which prevailed during the *Lochner* era. As Victoria Nourse has captured, the understanding of rights and police power predominant at the time of *Lochner* in the early 1900s was not the rights-as-trumps understanding of individual rights versus state action familiar to modern constitutional law. Substantive due process, while far from a weak tool of deregulation, was not used to strike down the number of laws that some imagine. Commercial speech advocates, and supporters of a libertarian First Amendment more generally, have been only partially successful in realizing the First Amendment’s deregulatory potential. But because the contemporary form of right the First Amendment now

---

extent that I do not explore here, also bear a relationship to the administrative state that is analytically different than religious accommodation claims.


protects is closer to the concept of right-as-trump, contemporary First Amendment litigation has the potential to be a heavier deregulatory hammer than was the right to contract.

Third, while *Lochner* epitomized early-twentieth century attempts to prevent the expansion of the regulatory state, the current contest reflects efforts to whittle it down in size. The *Lochner* era involved litigation aimed to impede the creep of the public sphere into new domains of previously private ordering, such as early minimum wage and maximum hour legislation. The new *Lochner*, by contrast, occurs against the backdrop of an already robust regulatory state that is near ubiquitous in its involvement in economic affairs—from the regulation of vehicle emissions to trans fats to debt collection practices. In this way, the new *Lochner* takes an offensive rather than defensive posture and is distinctively neo-liberal. It seeks to reconfigure regulation to permit and support different forms of economic ordering—instead of attempting to prevent the state from entering theretofore private domains in the first instance. This distinction is mirrored in the types of rules typically challenged by each form of constitutionalism: largely legislative mandates during the *Lochner* era, in contrast to administrative (often lighter-touch) regulation today—though these are rough, not necessary, categories. In this way, *Lochner* typified a conflict between courts and legislatures, while the current contest largely opposes courts and agencies.

Fourth, the animating concepts of the two moments of conflict between the regulatory state and the Constitution differ. *Lochnerian* substantive due process was not monolithic in its underlying justification or consistent in its application. It further passed through

---

211. See, e.g., RONALD DWORKIN, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY, at xi (1977); Nourse, supra note 209, at 752–53. For histories demonstrating that the First Amendment was not always the robust trump it is today, see Lakier, supra note 12, at 2168, and Kozinski & Banner, supra note 12, at 749, 761.


rough stages as it bridged the common law and modern eras. The late nineteenth century through approximately 1912, in which *Lochner* itself as well as *Adair v. United States* and *Allgeyer v. Louisiana* were decided, witnessed a more radical libertarian form. The period until the early 1920s observed a more moderate form of liberty of contract, which permitted the state police power greater inroads into economic ordering. And the early 1920s through 1937 saw a more robust version of liberty in which the four horsemen—Justices McReynolds, Butler, Sutherland, and Van Devanter—faced off against the burgeoning New Deal state. In the main, though its configurations differed, the *Lochner* era equated constitutional liberty with the free hand of the market and was bolstered by an intellectual movement espousing the theories of Adam Smith.

Just as the late nineteenth and early twentieth century witnessed several moments of *Lochnerism*, we can begin to identify phases of the new *Lochner* and its animating bases. At present, the new *Lochner* resonates with Smithian ideology, and indeed some opinions have drawn explicit connections between the deregulatory use of the First Amendment and Smithian philosophy. The animating justification of the movement to protect commercial speech—or at least its litigation strategy—however, is not so richly theorized. It largely relies on the notion that the First Amendment protects speech as such and the autonomy of all speakers regardless of context.

We could view the current instantiation of the new *Lochner* as undertheorized, perhaps due to its more recent advent or the failure of its advocates or the judges implementing its claims to grapple with its full logical implications. While either of these might be correct, more important for our purposes is that in *not* being as visibly tethered to a certain animating ideology, the new *Lochner* may be more broadly attractive, particularly to more ‘progressive’ jurists who associate a

---

215. 165 U.S. 578 (1897).
216. See, e.g., *Bunting v. Oregon*, 243 U.S. 426, 433–34 (1917) (upholding a law limiting the work day to ten hours and imposing certain overtime pay requirements).
217. See, e.g., *Adkins*, 261 U.S. at 548–51 (1923) (holding that *Bunting* did not overrule *Lochner*).
220. See infra notes 236–237 and accompanying text.
libertarian First Amendment with its mid-century use to protect the free speech of social and political dissidents. The speech-as-such theory may be a savvy litigation strategy or attractive type of judicial rationale because of its ability to bridge multiple substantive justifications and understandings of the animating values of the First Amendment.

The less-visible ideology of the new *Lochner* points to the fifth of its features: its naturalization of speech. *Lochner*-era governance relied on the naturalization of a certain division of public and private spheres and, as Cass Sunstein has argued, the existing distribution of wealth and entitlements under the common law baseline as something that was viewed as pre-politically "there." This naturalization supported the exclusion of the state from private choices in economic ordering. The new *Lochner*, by contrast, relies on the apparent natural existence of 'speech' without its social, cultural, or economic context. These logics are similar. Just as there is no naturally operative market without state intervention in domains from property law to policing, there is no 'speech' for constitutional purposes or meaning without social and cultural context.

Smithian philosophy and *Lochner*-era governance were of course not unified in their theoretical understandings. In the main, however, they embraced a concept of the division of public and private spheres and a view of the market as working, and working at its best, independently from state intervention. The naturalization of speech depends on no such overarching explanation or ideology. At least at present, it is easier to argue that instances of 'speech' are self-evidently 'speech' for purposes of the First Amendment. The naturalization of speech, then, is presently an easier argument to make than attempting to revive a previously culturally self-evident division of public and private or account of the *laissez-faire* market. Post–New Deal, a revival of the old forms of naturalization that underpinned the *Lochner* era is at present not so viable.


The naturalization of ‘speech,’ and the new *Lochner’s* thinner theoretical underpinning, moreover, permit a more selective mobilization of its notion of free choice within the marketplace. Commercial speech advocates need not defend a robust philosophy of the market, the need for freedom therein, or of economic deregulation more generally. Indeed, it is by keeping these very questions out of view that commercial speech advocates may be most successful. Instead, such advocates need only tap into common cultural notions that speech is speech is speech. Some scholars have argued that this sort of depoliticalization is one, if not the central, feature of neoliberalism. The animating rationale of commercial speech advocacy arguably lends further support to that contention.

The new *Lochner’s* reliance on the naturalization of a quite basic cultural practice (speech generally versus economic decisionmaking), allows its advocates to mobilize its claim to freedom more opportunistically and avoid defending (or even bringing to view) the near-complete deregulation that is its logical conclusion. This feature of the new *Lochner* reflects, too, the modern business community’s interest in and dependence on some forms of state intervention and regulation. Just as pre–New Deal economic actors depended on certain forms of state action in the ‘private’ sphere, including most obviously the state protection of property rights, the engines of the modern economy rely critically on state intervention. The pervasiveness of ‘speech’ permits selective claims to deregulation.

Sixth, the new *Lochner* allows *Lochner* itself to remain anticanonical while permitting its largely discredited economic rights to be repackaged in the First Amendment. This is critical because noteworthy conservative jurists, including Chief Justice Roberts, have denounced *Lochner’s* approach as “discredited” and “unprincipled” and as improperly enshrining the “naked policy preferences” of the Justices into the Constitution. Chief Justice Roberts’s dissent to the Supreme Court’s recent recognition of gay marriage in *Obergefell* was devoted

almost exclusively to a comparison of the majority’s decision to *Lochner’s* approach.\(^{227}\) It argued that the majority’s extension of due process protection to gay marriage “had nothing to do” with the Constitution, just as *Lochner’s* protection of economic rights had not.\(^{228}\) The power of this dissent lies in the continuing anticanonical status of *Lochner* itself. To be sure, a growing number of commentators, scholars, and judges have recently advocated the revival of substantive due process protection for economic rights, including most prominently Richard Epstein and George Will.\(^{229}\) But the new *Lochner* permits commercial speech advocates to sidestep this high-stakes debate. They may take for granted the discredited nature of *Lochner* and its “freewheeling” elevation of judges’ “own policy judgments to the status of constitutionally protected ‘liberty.’”\(^{230}\) And they may assume that the bifurcation of economic and personal rights adopted in *Carolene Products*\(^{231}\) remains black letter constitutional law as it has since the late 1930s, while encouraging the practical punch of economic liberties to be swung by the First Amendment’s ‘personal’ right. That

\(^{227}\) *Obergefell*, 135 S. Ct. at 2611–26 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting).

\(^{228}\) Id. at 2626.

\(^{229}\) Richard A. Epstein, *The Classical Liberal Constitution* 305 (2014) (arguing for the revitalization of the protection of economic rights, against the wealth transfers caused by market regulation, and for “all individual interests, whether they are classified as economic, expressive, or intimate” to be treated the same); George F. Will, *The 110 Year-Old Case that Still Inspires Supreme Court Debates*, WASH. POST (July 10, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/110-years-and-still-going-strong/2015/07/10/f30be10-2662-11e5-aae2-6c4f59b050a_story.html (arguing that “the United States urgently needs many judicial decisions as wise as *Lochner*” and that “[i]n the next Republican president should ask this of potential court nominees: Do you agree that *Lochner* correctly reflected the U.S. natural rights tradition and the Ninth and 14th amendments’ affirmation of unenumerated rights?”); see also *Hettinga v. United States*, 677 F.3d 471, 480–83 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (Brown, J., concurring) (“[G]overnment is a broker in pillage, and every election is a sort of advance auction sale of stolen goods.’ . . . Rational basis review means property is at the mercy of the pillagers. The constitutional guarantee of liberty deserves more respect—a lot more.” (quoting H. L. Mencken, *On Politics: A Carnival of Buncombe* 331 (1996))); Colby & Smith, *supra* note 70, at 602 (describing changes in conservative legal philosophy that have led next-generation originalists to “stand poised to move conservative legal thought about economic rights forward: by taking it back a hundred years”); Suzanna Sherry, *Property is the New Privacy: The Coming Constitutional Revolution*, 128 HARV. L. REV. 1452, 1452–53 (2015) (noting the lack of progressive scholarly response to the conservative movement “to ensure that economic rights receive the same level of judicial protection as non-economic or personal rights, and thus to make it much more difficult for the government to regulate economic activity”).

\(^{230}\) *Obergefell*, 135 S. Ct. at 2617, 2621 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting).

the First Amendment is an enumerated right—if a capably open ended one—unlike Lochner’s liberty of contract, further renders it more attractive to textualists concerned with judicial discretion unmoored from text. Though as discussed above, because speech and expression are pervasive, this textual grounding provides little practical limitation.

The new Lochner is, seventh, at least currently facilitated by the cross-ideological coalition that has supported robust First Amendment freedoms following the Vietnam War. This coalition ranges from organizations such as the American Civil Liberties Union and Cato Institute to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. The use of the First Amendment as a deregulatory tool brings together progressive-leaning organizations and judges that associate its freedoms with protections of political dissidents along with more conservative judges and organizations that find it resonant with libertarian values or religious protection. An open question of the new Lochner is whether its strong deregulatory effects, particularly in light of progressive opposition to Citizens United v. FEC and high levels of economic inequality, will strain this coalition to breaking. At some point, the coalition that currently supports the deregulatory use of the First Amendment may not defend its fullest potential reach. The new Lochner’s logical elasticity may be its undoing.

Finally, the practical controversies and doctrinal bases that gave rise to each form of Lochnerism reflect their different historical moments. I argued in Part II that the First Amendment presently

---


operates as a distinctively full boundary to state power, due to speech’s pervasiveness and trends in constitutional interpretation since the 1920s. But conceptions of liberty always partially bound the state’s power in constitutional democracies to greater or lesser degrees. The site of dispute between the state and those conceptions of liberty are historically bound. A core social and political concern of the Lochner era was the rise of the administrative state and the shifting of the line between private and public ordering. Liberty of contract and conflicts over where it set the boundary on police power embodied this dispute. Today’s most debated issues are distinctive to the information age: questions of choice, voice, opportunity, access, and economic efficiency and inequality. It is perhaps not surprising that the First Amendment, which rose to prominence in tandem with the expansion of the regulatory state, has evolved into its most potent limit and the ground of today’s liberty disputes.

IV. DEMOCRACY, CHOICE & CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

The current movement for robust commercial speech rights is premised on the notion that all speech is speech and so entitled to equal constitutional protection. In the words of one advocate on the heels of the Supreme Court’s decision in Sorrell, “A free society would be better served by striving to achieve First Amendment parity among forms of speech that are occasionally treated differently through artificial, illogical, and increasingly unenforceable distinctions. Thankfully, the Supreme Court appears to be heading in that direction by acknowledging that speech is speech.”

235. Due process could, in theory, operate as a quite full boundary to permissible state power, especially if embraced in both robust substantive and procedural forms. But it has not historically demonstrated the deregulatory potential that the First Amendment has of late.

preeminent First Amendment advocate, captured the concept perhaps most compellingly: “Liberty is [l]iberty. . . . [and] the First Amendment is about liberty.”\(^\text{237}\) Due to the pervasiveness of speech and expression, that contention, however attractive, has no principled limit. Because of that pervasiveness, the logical conclusion of the notion that ‘speech is speech’ and liberty, liberty is a radical reconfiguration of governmental power.

Take much of the work of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, or Federal Drug Administration. Each agency requires hundreds if not thousands of mandated disclosures about matters from financial statements to mortgage conditions to drug contents and warnings. Under a ‘speech is speech’ theory, all of these mandates would be subject to strict scrutiny. As the First Circuit observed:

There are literally thousands of similar regulations on the books—such as product labeling laws, environmental spill reporting, accident reports by common carriers, SEC reporting as to corporate losses and (most obviously) the requirement to file tax returns to government units who use the information to the obvious disadvantage of the taxpayer.\(^\text{238}\)

The approach of commercial speech advocates would subject innumerable laws to strict scrutiny—including those that require


\(^{238}\) Pharm. Care Mgmt. Ass’n v. Rowe, 429 F.3d 294, 316 (1st Cir. 2005).
nutritional labels,\textsuperscript{239} disclosure of information related to securities,\textsuperscript{240} Truth in Lending Act disclosures,\textsuperscript{241} disclosures in prescription drug advertisements,\textsuperscript{242} warnings for pregnant women on alcoholic beverages,\textsuperscript{243} airplane safety information,\textsuperscript{244} and required exit signs.\textsuperscript{245} Not only that, but a ‘speech is speech’ theory would subject deliberately \textit{false} commercial statements—that is, outright fraud—to ‘fatal in fact’ review on the basis that the distinction between false and true statements is content discrimination.\textsuperscript{246} It would constitutionalize ordinary contract law and the filing of tax returns.

There is, in short, no \textit{logical} limit to the new \textit{Lochner}. As I argue below, such a limitless contention cannot be required by the First Amendment. But before turning to that argument, this Part will explore the implications of the current contest between the First Amendment and the modern regulatory state.

Will the judiciary accept that the First Amendment demands full deregulation or even that all ‘speech’ must receive searching constitutional scrutiny? It is too soon to tell. But despite the First Amendment’s deregulatory \textit{potential}, it is highly unlikely. The First Amendment will instead stand ready to be mobilized against particularly controversial regulations. To understand why this is likely the case, it is helpful to recognize that while the First Amendment has always had the potential to be invoked nearly everywhere, it has not historically always appeared. The First Amendment provides that “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech.”\textsuperscript{247} But, as demonstrated above, were the First Amendment to extend to all ‘speech’ or ‘expression’ as such, nearly the entire regulatory state and criminal law would come under constitutional scrutiny—a situation that

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{239} 21 U.S.C. § 343(q) (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{240} 15 U.S.C. § 78l(a) (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{241} 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601(a), 1604 (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{242} 21 C.F.R. § 202.1 (2015).
\item \textsuperscript{243} 27 U.S.C. § 215(a) (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{244} 14 C.F.R. § 135.117 (2015).
\item \textsuperscript{245} 29 C.F.R. § 1910.37 (2015).
\item \textsuperscript{246} This would be the result of extending the principle articulated in \textit{United States v. Alvarez}, 132 S. Ct. 2537 (2012), that deliberately false political speech is protected by the First Amendment, to the commercial realm.
\item \textsuperscript{247} U.S. CONST. amend. I.
\end{itemize}
even the most casual observer knows is not currently the case. The First Amendment has never before protected expression in its totality.\textsuperscript{248}

As a number of scholars have pointed out, much is excluded from the coverage of the First Amendment—meaning what sort of speech acts it protects at all—either in categories that First Amendment doctrine expressly excludes or that courts (and litigants) implicitly exclude as self-evidently not covered.\textsuperscript{249} Many acts that we colloquially call ‘speech’ are not protected by the First Amendment. Indeed, in many cases involving speech, the First Amendment does not even come into play. If your doctor incorrectly recommended cutting off your leg, and you subsequently sued her for malpractice, she would almost certainly not point to the First Amendment as a defense, even though her recommendation was nothing other than speech in any normal sense. It is not that she would invoke the First Amendment and lose—the First Amendment would likely not appear at all. Likewise, if your employer fired you, saying he did so because you were African American, he would not have a First Amendment defense, even though his statement was in every sense ‘speech.’\textsuperscript{250} These are a few of the boundaries of First Amendment coverage, and those boundaries change across time. Motion pictures, for instance, were expressly excluded from the First Amendment’s coverage in 1915,\textsuperscript{251} but later covered in 1952.\textsuperscript{252} Similarly, as discussed above, commercial speech was


\textsuperscript{250} See Richard H. Fallon, Jr., \textit{Sexual Harassment, Content Neutrality, and the First Amendment Dog that Didn’t Bark}, 1994 \textit{Sup. Ct. Rev.} 1, 13–14 (noting that the courts generally treat it as self-evident that the First Amendment does not protect certain speech acts and concluding that the Court’s failure to notice a First Amendment question with regard to the regulation of sexually harassing workplace speech under Title VII indicated that such speech “was so clearly unrelated to the First Amendment’s purposes that it should not be dignified [sic] with an explanation as to why it constituted an ‘exception’”).


\textsuperscript{252} See \textit{Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson}, 343 U.S. 495, 502 (1952); see also \textit{United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc.}, 334 U.S. 131, 166 (1948).
implicitly excluded from First Amendment coverage before 1942, 253 expressly excluded between 1942 and 1976, and then covered in 1976.

As is well recognized, the boundaries of First Amendment coverage are under-theorized, as are the mechanisms of their change. Although,

questions about the involvement of the First Amendment in the first instance are often far more consequential than are the issues surrounding the strength of protection that the First Amendment affords the speech to which it applies, . . . the question whether the First Amendment shows up at all is rarely addressed, and the answer is too often simply assumed. 254

Perhaps it is the pervasiveness of speech and the vastness of types of expressive acts that have posed challenges to a theory of coverage and its change. Or perhaps it is the naturalness—and so invisibility—of how we understand certain speech acts to operate in our culture that makes it more or less obvious that the First Amendment should (or should not) extend to them.

A second feature of First Amendment doctrine is that within its coverage, levels of constitutional protection, meaning scrutiny, vary depending on the constitutional value of the speech in question. These levels of protection range from the most stringent, which are provided to paradigmatic, largely political, speech; 255 to the wide number of intermediate scrutiny tests found in domains from the Central Hudson test for commercial speech restrictions; 256 to the level of review for time, place, and manner regulations; 257 to O’ Brien’s test for expressive conduct; 258 to, finally, the laxer level of review extended to compelled commercial speech reflected in Zauderer’s near rational basis

253. The handful of proto–commercial speech cases arguably problematize this characterization. See supra note 12 and related text.
254. Schauer, supra note 6, at 1767; see also Post, supra note 224, at 1250–60 (incisively demonstrating the incoherence of the Supreme Court’s test for coverage announced in Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405 (1974)).
standard. Some cases formally apply one level of protection while arguably reflecting another—but in any case, these are issues of protection.

With this framework in mind, we can see that courts have two central levers with which to limit the deregulatory potential of the First Amendment. They could extend a lower level of protection to a category of expression, as the Supreme Court has to commercial speech since *Virginia Board of Pharmacy*. Regulations of this lower-value speech would then trigger less concern about speaker autonomy, content discrimination, and compelled speech. Such an approach requires courts to define a certain social space (say ‘commercial speech’) to which the lower level of protection applies, which may itself pose a vexing line-drawing question.

Alternatively, courts could view certain forms of commercial speech, such as a mandated tax filing or a ban on the sale of certain goods, as economic practice (not ‘speech’), warranting only rational basis review. This approach is likely when a given ‘speech’ act appears culturally less appropriate for First Amendment protection. The Supreme Court’s failure to identify a First Amendment issue with Title VII’s prohibition on sexually harassing workplace speech could be seen


260. As Robert Post and I have recently argued, *Holder v. Humanitarian Law Project*, 130 S. Ct. 2705 (2010), a speech and association challenge to the statute prohibiting material support for terrorism, is such a case. Post & Shanor, supra note 3, at 179–81 (arguing that while in *Humanitarian Law Project*, the Court formally applied a stringent level of protection, which it has later described as strict scrutiny, its level of scrutiny was anything but strict, given the level of deference the Court gave to the government’s factual conclusion about whether the speech and association in question materially supported terrorism). I was involved in the litigation of *Humanitarian Law Project* with David Cole before the Supreme Court.
as an example of that very sort of judgment, as Richard Fallon aptly concluded.\textsuperscript{261} The Sixth Circuit’s decision to apply rational basis review to Ohio’s precious metal dealers licensing scheme in \textit{Liberty Coins} could be seen as another.\textsuperscript{262} These two approaches are, of course, stylized and not mutually exclusive categories.

We might speculate that because the Supreme Court arguably cast a shadow on commercial speech’s lower-value status in \textit{Sorrell}, increasing pressure will be placed on the speech/conduct distinction to limit the First Amendment’s deregulatory reach. Courts may increasingly be called on to decide ultimately sociological speech/conduct questions based upon their contextual understanding of given speech acts. Is offering a gun for sale a speech act or conduct? The outcome depends on the judicial audience and its view of certain social practices. The argument that a given social activity is expressive may be in general easier to make than the reverse. If my prediction is correct, the new \textit{Lochner} threatens not only broad deregulation, but also the challenges that doctrinal incoherence pose to rule of law and predictability values.

The judiciary’s response to increasing First Amendment challenges will, regardless, influence the resultant form of our democracy and the vision of democratic legitimacy understood to ground it. Institutionally, the degree of the First Amendment’s \textit{Lochnerian} turn will no doubt affect the character and scope of our democracy and regulation within it. Increased constitutional scrutiny will tend to transfer decisions about the proper mode and extent of economic regulation from administrators and legislatures to courts, in what Justice Scalia has trenchantly termed a “black-robed supremacy,”\textsuperscript{263} or even free speech claimants. Constitutional scrutiny and litigation will raise the cost of lighter-touch information regulation. Greater protections for commercial speech may therefore reduce the role of many of the tools of behavioral law and

\begin{itemize}
  \item 261. Fallon, \textit{supra} note 250.
\end{itemize}
economics based regulation—either producing deregulatory outcomes or, paradoxically, incentivizing mandates.

More aggressive First Amendment commercial speech protection may prove to be a deregulatory boon as its advocates hope. There is some indication that this will be the trend. Increased constitutional scrutiny may relatedly incentivize different, and perhaps less transparent, regulatory decision-making by spurring regulators to develop sturdier governmental interests and build administrative records to support them.

Litigation and judicial invalidation of economic regulations may instead, however, trigger a turn back towards mandates. Federal agencies are required by Executive Order 13,563 to “identify and assess available alternatives to direct regulation, including . . . providing information upon which choices can be made by the public” and “[w]here relevant, feasible, and consistent with regulatory objectives, and to the extent permitted by law . . . identify and consider regulatory approaches that reduce burdens and maintain flexibility and freedom of choice for the public,” including “warnings, appropriate default rules, and disclosure requirements as well as provision of information to the public in a form that is clear and intelligible.”

Where constitutional barriers prevent such ‘lighter-touch’ regulation, mandates may be the most feasible regulatory response. Of course, mandates or bans may require more political power than disclosures—particularly to spur legislation instead of administrative action. It might not be politically feasible to ban cigarettes but possible to impose stringent warnings. We may therefore see fewer mandates even if mandates are the result of increased First Amendment litigation. What would be the hydraulic result if mandates become the counter-intuitive outcome of the libertarian turn in free speech jurisprudence? It is too early to tell, but mandates might offer commercial litigants the opportunity to argue more expansive First Amendment theories, focusing on the ways that a greater range of regulations stifle expressive business conduct or are communicative of impermissible governmental ‘opinions’ about regulated entities or consumer behavior.

264. See, e.g., Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 131 S. Ct. 2653 (2011); United States v. Caronia, 703 F.3d 149 (2d Cir. 2012); R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA, 696 F.3d 1205 (D.C. Cir. 2012).

At a deeper level, the constitutional conflict between the First Amendment and the regulatory state implicates the relationship of democratic legitimacy and choice—and is entangled with the future of behavioral law and economics based policy and debates over to what extent it can or should be libertarian. To practical effect, the courts’ assessment of deregulatory free speech cases affects the balance between the state’s ability to affect public decision-making and enforce substantive policy goals through structuring choice and the people’s ability to govern by representative governance at all.

At the same time, the new *Lochner* is a key site of contest between three differing conceptions of democratic legitimacy:

First, oxymoronically or not, the understanding of democracy embraced by modern administration is of consumer-like citizen choice that occurs in response to regulation, such as the decision to opt out of a default regarding retirement savings or choose to smoke (or not) in response to a warning label. This view of democratic legitimacy resonates with Philip Bobbitt’s argument that we are in an era of the market state, in which the government’s legitimacy is grounded in its ability to maximize the opportunity for its citizens to achieve their own preferred worlds. This understanding of democracy likewise bears a striking resemblance to that embraced by *Virginia Board of Pharmacy*, which identified the value of commercial speech to ensuring that the public’s economic decisions were “in the aggregate, . . . intelligent and well informed” and “to the formation of intelligent opinions as to how that [free enterprise] system ought to be regulated or altered.”

We might debate whether *Virginia Board of Pharmacy* found constitutional value in commercial speech only insofar as it enhances

266. Bubb & Pildes, supra note 152.
267. Compare, e.g., id., with Sunstein & Thaler, supra note 151.
268. In part based on empirical studies undercutting classical law and economics’ central assumption of the rationality of choice and stable preferences, some modern information regulation is based on the premise that ‘choice’ is largely an illusion. There are noteworthy challenges to this proposition and the empirical studies that support it. See, e.g., Gregory Klass & Kathryn Zeiler, Against Endowment Theory: Experimental Economics and Legal Scholarship, 61 UCLA L. Rev. 2, 58–59 (2013); Schwartz, supra note 152. And much information regulation is supportable by classical economic rationales.

the public’s ability to evaluate public policies about market affairs—or also to make well-informed choices about commercial decisions such as the choice of shampoo. But the space, if any, between those two may be less great than it might first appear because modern administration enlists citizens to effectuate public policies through their market choices. Citizens in the modern administrative state are consumers not just of market goods but of public policies, and their individual (often market) choices play a role in determining collective outcomes. Modern administration’s vision, then, is of partially disaggregated democracy. But it nonetheless places the public in a central role in collective decision-making—at once through delegated authority to governmental actors by way of elections and again through citizen participation in the space for individual choice given by modern regulators.

Second, the movement for commercial speech, by contrast, appears to view all challenged regulation as paternalist and therefore unconstitutional. If taken to its logical conclusion, this or any speech-as-such approach has the capacity to undo the state and transfer control of market regulation from the political branches to the judiciary, if not ultimately to the hands of free speech claimants. The vision of democracy underlying the new Lochner is robustly counter-majoritarian and staunchly judicially—perhaps more accurately, privately—controlled. For, the new Lochner in one sense aggrandizes the judiciary against the political branches. But in another, because free speech claims can be so opportunistically invoked, it places considerable choice about policy invalidation in the hands of free speech challengers. This is a different vision of democracy than that envisioned by modern administration or Virginia Board of Pharmacy. It is not one in which citizens are armed with information so as to make intelligent choices about products or policy. It is one in which commercial actors limit regulation through targeted constitutional litigation. The class of individuals who have the ability, knowledge, and access to that sort of

271. See id. at 787 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).


273. See Schauer, supra note 182, at 176, 192.
litigation is more limited\textsuperscript{274} than the set that can vote; benefit from a listener-oriented commercial speech regime so as to make more intelligent policy decisions; or respond to a mandated disclosure regarding, for example, miles per gallon or fair lending, so as to influence the effect of those regulatory schemes. The new \textit{Lochner} thus displaces the policy preferences and the mechanisms for intelligent policy-preference development of a broader public with those of a smaller elite.

The new \textit{Lochner} does not, however, \textit{expressly} adopt an entirely new vision of the citizen claimant.\textsuperscript{275} Deregulatory First Amendment advocates embrace a vision of democracy that at first blush appears generally applicable—in fact more generally applicable than that adopted by \textit{Virginia Board of Pharmacy} and modern administration. They argue that commercial speakers, not only consumer listeners, are entitled to equal First Amendment protection.\textsuperscript{276} The new \textit{Lochner} asks simply to expand free choice, and the legitimate free speech claimant, from the listening public to the speaking seller. But because of the realities of who can bring constitutional claims, while this vision of democracy has the veneer of general, even populist, application, in practice it curtails public participation in determining public policies. Commercial speech advocates thus advance a version of democracy that privileges elite over public preferences, but one cloaked in a universalist liberty claim. It is noteworthy in this regard that some of the organizations that advance the most robust protections for commercial speech, such as the Institute for Justice, do so on expressly populist grounds, while being funded by a handful of the nation’s wealthiest individuals.\textsuperscript{277}

\textsuperscript{274} \textit{See} Michael McCann, \textit{Litigation and Legal Mobilization}, in \textit{The Oxford Handbook of Law and Politics} 522, 529 (Keith E. Whittington, R. Daniel Kelemen, & Gregory A. Caldeira eds., 2008).

\textsuperscript{275} \textit{Cf.} Wendy Brown, \textit{Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution} (2015) (arguing that neoliberalism is a form of rationality that embraces an understanding of the citizen as an economic actor, not a political one).

\textsuperscript{276} \textit{See}, \textit{e.g.}, Brief For Respondent at 13, \textit{Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc.}, 131 S. Ct. 2653 (2011) (No. 10-779) (“No one would doubt that the First Amendment would apply fully if Vermont sought to prohibit the other party to the transaction—the patient—from discussing the fact of the prescription. There is no logical basis for treating the expression of the pharmacy, insurer, or the Publisher Respondents as categorically different.”); \textit{Sorrell}, 131 S. Ct. 2653.

Third, if the First Amendment’s libertarian turn fuels a return to direct mandates, this would substantiate an older vision of the legitimacy of state action grounded in the validating power of elections prior to regulatory enactment and the delegation of authority from voters to state actors. That is a world of aggregated state power and more unitary governmental decision-making.

The outcome of the current conflict between the First Amendment and the regulatory state will directly inform the shape of American democracy and administration and with it the practical forms of their legitimation.

A feature of the new Lochner additionally contributes to our understanding of the processes and mechanisms of constitutional change. The importance of a business-led social movement in the First Amendment’s recent deregulatory turn again demonstrates how social movements can alter constitutional principles absent Article V amendment. Leading scholars of democratic constitutionalism such as Reva Siegel, Robert Post, William Eskridge, Jr., and David Cole, have vitally contributed to our understanding of the role of social mobilization in the transformation of constitutional norms. The influence of a business-led social movement in the turn in commercial speech jurisprudence lends additional support for the existence of this form of constitutional change as well as power to the assertion of its importance in American constitutional law.

The history detailed above demonstrates the ability of social movements to influence not only the content of substantive
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client is someone who lacks the means to fight in court. . . . In a David and Goliath fight, Mellor sees himself as the equalizer.”), with Ctr. for Media & Democracy, Institute for Justice, SOURCEWATCH, http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Institute_for_Justice (last visited Feb. 5, 2016) (listing the Walton Foundation as one of IJ’s major funders, noting IJ’s public thanks to Charles Koch for providing its initial seed funding and to David Koch for being a “generous benefactor each year of IJ’s first decade,” and detailing hundreds of thousands of dollars in Koch support).


constitutional norms, as constitutional scholars have previously documented but also their constitutional salience, the allocation of their interpretation and enforcement among the branches, and the vision of democratic legitimacy upon which those institutional arrangements depend. The new *Lochner* thus deepens our understanding of the influence of changing legal cultures not only on constitutional interpretation but also on the separation of powers and shape of American democracy and administration.

While the theorization of the pluralism effects of various forms of social mobilization on democratic constitutionalism is beyond the scope of this Article, the new *Lochner* highlights the importance of organized mobilization for American constitutional law and the significance of the legal, institutional, and social conventions that encourage, shape, and channel those modes of participation.

The history sketched above additionally contributes to our understanding of the mechanisms and dynamics of First Amendment coverage and protection change. *Virginia Board of Pharmacy*’s inclusion of some forms of commercial speech within the First Amendment’s ambit at the height of the consumer movement in the 1970s suggests that changing legal culture, social movements, and impact litigation play a role in altering the First Amendment’s coverage. Likewise, the role of a business-led social movement in the recent libertarian turn in commercial speech doctrine suggests that changing legal culture can play a part in altering levels of First Amendment protection.

Coverage and protection are also linked within the domain of commercial speech. In reformulating the rules of protection and
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280. *See* sources cited supra notes 269, 278.

281. Productive questions might be raised about the form of the new *Lochner*’s social movement—as a partially business-led, instead of identity-based, movement—and the status and democratic legitimacy of various forms of movement-based constitutional change. Certain movements may be relatively more pluralism enhancing. And certain communities may be more or less likely or able to participate in the forms of social mobilization that democratic constitutionalism more broadly, and the new *Lochner* specifically, demonstrates are influential to constitutional meaning, the distribution of branch powers, and the metric of democratic legitimacy. As leading political scientists have pointed out, the unorganized are less able to capture political power. HACKER & PIERSON, supra note 109; Kathleen Bawn et al., *A Theory of Political Parties: Groups, Policy Demands and Nominations in American Politics*, 10 PERSP. ON POL. 571, 591 (2012). The new *Lochner* might provoke us to ask whether the same can be said of social movement influence on the courts and to question the implications of any such findings for popular constitutionalism.
constitutional values underlying that protection, courts may affect what sorts of speech acts fall within the category of covered ‘commercial speech.’ If commercial speech is protected due to its informational value to the public—as has been the case since the doctrine’s inception in Virginia Board of Pharmacy—then only colorable claims that regulations impinge on the public’s access to commercial information should properly be subjected to constitutional review and protection. If, however, commercial speech is protected to advance the autonomy interests of commercial speakers to say (or not say) what they want, when they want to—as paradigmatic First Amendment speech is—a larger range of marketplace speech may be covered. The regulation of contracts, for instance, is generally not subject to First Amendment review. The constitutional salience of the firearm regulation in Nordyke, however, demonstrates that reorienting the architecture of protection from a listener-based to a speaker-based right may expand the boundaries of commercial speech coverage. First Amendment coverage and protection, then, can affect each other and, in turn, jointly determine the boundary of permissible state action and the relative distribution of decision-making about market regulation among the branches.

A further lesson can be drawn from the comparison of the two forms of Lochnerism: the notion of formal liberty is persistently compelling. Claims to it have historically been wildly popular, and it has proved to be a robust frame for social mobilization and successful law reform agendas for a range of ideological valances. Formal liberty claims are a hallmark of modern social movements, including the business-led social movement that has contributed to the First Amendment’s recent libertarian turn. The prominent identity-based movements of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries—including the civil rights, women’s rights, and gay rights movements—have made prominent use of formal or de jure liberty claims. But the formal freedom claims of twentieth century identity-based movements are


283. Social science research suggests that it may be the bright-line clarity of these sorts of claims that make them so salient. See generally Stephen C. Wright et al., Responding to Membership in a Disadvantaged Group: From Acceptance to Collective Protest, 58 J. Personality & Soc. Psychol. 994 (1990) (noting that while unequal distribution of resources among groups exists at all levels of social organization, members of disadvantaged groups generally accept that distribution or pursue individual action and only favor collective action when told that a high-status group is completely closed to them).
structurally different from those of contemporary libertarian free speech advocates. Because of the pervasiveness of speech, the most formal speech protection is tantamount to full deregulation. Identity-based movements, by contrast, gain their more limited freedoms through \textit{de jure} rights. Identity-based movements face the challenges of seeking less–bright line entitlements only \textit{after} gaining formal liberties. This is the work of positive rights entrenchment in regulatory and statutory regimes.\textsuperscript{284}

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

This returns us to the question: is the new \textit{Lochner}'s absolutist ‘speech is speech’ argument viable? Asking why \textit{Lochner} was relegated to the anticanon offers insight. As Jamal Greene has observed, anticanonical cases such as \textit{Lochner} did not reach that status because they were particularly poorly reasoned.\textsuperscript{285} Roscoe Pound’s explanation of the problems with \textit{Lochnerism} on the eve of the Realist revolution suggests a better explanation. Pound began his \textit{Liberty of Contract} with the following:

“The right of a person to sell his labor,” says Mr. Justice Harlan, “upon such terms as he deems proper, is in its essence, the same as the right of the purchaser of labor and to prescribe the conditions upon which he will accept such labor from the person offering to sell it. . . . In all such particulars the employer and the employee have equality of right, and any legislation that disturbs that equality is an arbitrary interference with the liberty of contract, which no government can legally justify in a free land.”\textsuperscript{286}

Why, Pound asked, do courts “force upon legislation an academic theory of equality in the face of practical conditions on inequality?”\textsuperscript{287} His answer was mechanistic jurisprudence, a type of academic formalism that rendered the liberty that freedom of contract averred to

\textsuperscript{284} See Eskridge \& Ferejohn, \textit{supra} note 269.
\textsuperscript{286} Roscoe Pound, \textit{Liberty of Contract}, 18 Yale L.J. 454, 454 (1909) (quoting \textit{Adair v. United States}, 208 U.S. 161 (1908)).
\textsuperscript{287} Id.
describe utterly hollow. Lochner’s freedom of contract was rejected in part because it enacted a sort of ‘formal’ liberty that was at odds with the realities of social relationships. It equated the ‘liberty’ of the employee with that of the employer when their lived freedoms were anything but equal.

The new Lochner embraces a similarly formal, and hollow, notion of liberty. It equates all ‘speech’ as constitutionally equal regardless of the social reality. To the new Lochner’s advocates, a cigarette warning label is equivalent to a compulsion to salute the flag and recite the pledge of allegiance. A restriction on marketing information is equivalent to a ban on anti-war speech. Just as Lochner failed to recognize the social realities of contracting, the new Lochner’s absolutist understanding of free speech fails to recognize the social realities of different expressive acts.

But the institutional implications of this distinctively modern formalist contention go beyond those of Lochner itself. Whereas freedom of contract was at least theoretically bounded by the notion of contract, the new Lochner’s rationale, taken to its logical conclusion, would affect all aspects of the administrative state. It would presumptively preclude regulation of fraud, malpractice, business licensing, drug warning labels, consumer and environmental spill disclosures—not to mention constitutionalize contracts and tax filings. It would run the entirety of the world’s largest economy through its courts. This argument calls on the First Amendment, long cited as the mainstay of democracy, to undo self-government.

288. Id. at 471–72 (”Necessitous men are not, truly speaking, free men, but, to answer a present exigency, will submit to any terms that the crafty may impose upon them.” (quoting Vernon v. Bethell, (1762) 28 Eng. Rep. 838 (Ch.) 839; 2 Eden, 110)).

289. The modern commercial speech cases reflect a second similar tension between ‘formal’ liberty of commercial choice—and with it a formal understanding of consumer choice behavior—and the ‘functional’ problems endemic to unregulated markets that challenge formal rational choice models. Behavioral research suggests that formal consumer choice may not be as freedom- or welfare-enhancing as structured choice regimes. See, e.g., Christine Jolls & Cass R. Sunstein, Debiasing Through Law, 35 J. LEGAL STUD. 199, 234–35 (2006); Christine Jolls, Product Warnings, Debiasing, and Free Speech: The Case of Tobacco Regulation, 169 J. INSTITUTIONAL & THEORETICAL ECON. 53, 55–56 (2013); see also Bubb & Pildes, supra note 152. Productive questions have been asked about whether a world in which workers are not given the free choice to accept lower than subsistence wages or excessive work weeks is functionally liberty-enhancing. So, too, we might question whether one in which the state is constitutionally permitted to structure consumer choice in the marketplace is more or less functionally liberty-enhancing.

The new *Lochner*’s absolutist ‘speech is speech’ argument must be rejected both for its lack of limiting principle and for its failure to reflect social reality. It is indeed the new *Lochner*’s formal equation of ‘speech is speech’ that leads to its lack of a limiting principle and attendant institutional effects.

Advocates of the new *Lochner* seek to remake the American administrative state. But without a principled limit, their argument pits the Constitution against democracy itself. Only by bearing in mind the words of Justice Holmes that “[t]he life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience”291 and recognizing that not all speech and expression are equal can we ensure that the Constitution does not destroy the very representative governance it was meant to protect. The new *Lochner* demands, in short, a new form of First Amendment realism.

* * *

The First Amendment rose to ascendency in tandem with the modern administrative state. It now stands as government’s most potent limit. More even than freedom of contract, freedom of speech possesses a capaciousness capable of challenging the most fundamental modern institutions—a capaciousness with which the modern state and modern constitutionalism must come to terms.